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1 . Introdution
A robot is apable of autonomous mobile, and by hanging its morphologies in responseto various environments/tasks it is expeted to work on xed environment/task suh asprodution line and building maintenane system as well as highly unertain situation suhas resues and planetary explorations. A reongurable robot is a representative exampleof a robot whih is able to work well in suh situation, and an maximize adaptability ofa system via wide variety of morphology hanging in response to the environments/tasks.From suh reasons, the reongurable robot has been studied sine 1970s. In these studies,ategories of reongurability researh in robotis are divided into two broad lasses:Intra-reongurability and Inter-reongurability.1.1 Previous and Related StudiesIntra-reongurable robot is while itself is independent robot, and is apable of hang-ing their own morphologies involving mehanial parts, atuators and sensor morphologiesas well as power and ontroller. Intra-reongurability has been studied generally aroundmobility, adaptability, sensors and omputing. Intra-reongurability for mobility im-proves the exibility of traversing over variety of terrains and spaes suh as land, air andwater. For example, a robot might transform into a wheeled type on the plane, or intoa sphere type on the slope. Thus, intra-reongurability provides highly adaptability inresponse to loal environments/tasks through morphology hanging. Fig. 1.1 depits theonept of intra-reongurability.[1℄ has proposed a reongurable platform based on OPEN-R. The proposed platformhas been apable of reonguring from legged type into wheeled type easily. [2℄ has de-veloped AZIMUT whih is a mobile roboti platform ombining wheels and legs. [3℄ hasdeveloped a versatile amphibious robot based on an eentri paddle mehanism (ePad-1
Fig. { 1.1 Coneptual depition of intra-reongurabilitydle). And, the ePaddle onept by gait sequene and ve kind of gait patterns havebeen proposed. [4℄ has proposed an ankle rehabilitation robot allowing desirable ankle/-leg motion, and being apable of reonguring from motion (ROM)/strengthening exerisedevie into balane/proprioeption exerise devie. [5℄ has developed a Blak Ghost KnifeFish robot with wiggly ns. And by a reonguration approah, a new evolution for n/-body of a underwater robot has been derived. [6℄ has developed a wheeled reongurablemobile robot. [7℄ with a fous on planetary surfae vehiles, has presented a methodologyfor determining optimal design of reongurable system. [7℄ has also proposed metris forassessing the impat of reongurability.From above literatures, intra-reongurability an provide highly adaptability in re-sponse to several limited environment/task, but the adaptability orresponding to un-known environments/tasks is always nite.Inter-reongurable robot organizes more omplex morphology system through assem-bly, disassembly and organized ooperation motion between homogeneous/heterogeneousintelligent modules. Inter-reongurability onsists of optimization of module/softwareonguration and ommuniation path, task planning and reiproal reognition, and byutilizing these it is apable of realizing speialized robot orresponding to a variety of en-vironment, task and situation. Thus, inter-reongurability provides highly redundanyorresponding to the module onguration and failures, also provides highly exibilityaording to the environments and the tasks. Fig. 1.2 depits the onept of inter-reongurable robot. 2
Fig. { 1.2 Coneptual depition of inter-reongurability[8℄ has demonstrated PolyBot whih is one of the modular reongurable robot. Themodule of the PolyBot onsists of a joint with 1-DOF and two doking parts, and thePolyBot has realized a snake-like robot and a roop-shape robot through assembly ofsome modules. [9℄ has introdued a programmable Inter-Reongurable robot, and hasdemonstrated how the robot an self-organize into a global struture by exeuting aommon graph grammar. Also this study has presented a hallenge to the grammatialmethod. [10℄ has presented SuperBot, a deployable multifuntional Inter-Reongurableroboti system. And, 6 types of prototype modules have been built and have demonstratedthat SuperBot is exible and powerful system via preliminary experiments. [11℄ has pre-sented a programmable modular roboti system named Mihe by using self- disassemblyapproah. Eah module has been allowed to onnet and ommuniate with its immediateneighbors. This study has demonstrated their hypothesis that making shapes by disas-sembly is robust. [12℄ has presented Inter-Reongurable robot named swarm-bot whih isomposed by autonomous mobile robot s-bot, and has disussed the self-assembling apa-bilities of the robot. S-bots an either at independently or self-assemble into a swarm-botby using their grippers. This study has demonstrated self-assembly with s-bots.From above literatures, inter-reongurability provides highly redundany and exi-bility orresponding to unknown environments/tasks by onguring a new morphologiesthrough assembly, disassembly and organizing of some individual modules, but has adisadvantage that it is diÆult to possess optimal mehanisms orresponding to limitedenvironments/tasks.
3
1.2 Purpose: Nested ReongurabilityThis study aims to formulate a onept of nested reonguration whih possesses bothintra- and inter- reonguration, and to develop a robot apable of ahieving wide-rangingtasks in highly unertain environments through providing the nested reonguration.Nested reongurable robot onsists of modular robots apable of hanging their mor-phologies individually and assembly/disassembly/organizing system to ongure a opti-mal morphology in response to the given environments/tasks. Also, it has advantages ofboth intra- and inter-reongurable robot, and provides higher adaptability and exibilityorresponding to the given environments/tasks.Fig. 1.3 depits the onept of nested reongurability. From Fig. 1.3, harateristisof nested reongurability are to ongure new reongurable morphology by hang-ing morphology of an individual reongurable robot (intra-reonguration), and assem-bling/disassembling the individual reongurable robots (inter-reonguration). Thus, byproviding a new reongurability via reonguration of other reongurability, that is, bynesting the reongurability, the resiliene and exibility of the system an be maximizedin various environments/tasks.Individual modules must possess own ontroller, sensors, atuators, power, and dokingsystem for nested reongurable robot to involve both intra- and inter-reongurability. Anumber of issues have to be addressed to implement nested reongurable robot. Theseissues falls into two broad issues: hardware issues and software issues. The hardwareissues involve following topis: Development of intra-reongurable modular robot apable of maintaining ompo-nent assembly while hanging its morphology. Development of doking system for homogeneous/heterogeneous intra-reongurablemodules. Development of mehanisms apable of sensory reonguration and sharing. Optimization of the torque-power-size tradeo of the atuators. Development of energy eÆieny systems and mehanisms for energy sharing.4
Intra-Reconfigurability
Inter-Reconfigurability
Fig. { 1.3 Conept of nested reongurabilityThe software issues involve following topis: Establishment of an algorithm optimizing intra- and inter-reonguration in re-sponse to the environments/tasks/failures. Establishment of an assembly/disassembly algorithm realizing both inter- and intra-reonguration. Formulation of ommuniation framework for messaging both within individual om-ponent roboti module as well as between roboti modules. Design of ontrol system for both individual omponent roboti modules as well asbetween roboti modules. Optimization of omputational and energy loads through energy and sensory shar-5
ing.These issues have been addressed for either intra- or inter-reongurability, but there areno studies for nested reongurability. This study supposes a multi-legged robot whihis required highly adaptability and exibility in response to a various environments/tasksas a pioneer of nested reongurability.Legged robots have always been a preferred hoie for a variety of appliations likesearh and resue given their versatile and rugged loomotion apabilities. The hoieof legged mehanisms often responds to design requirements suh as the ability to movethrough irregular terrains or to inrease stability, maneuverability or energy eÆieny.However, any valid gait reonguration {i.e, a useful hange of walking pattern{ in theselegged robots poses numerous opportunities as well as researh hallenges. Legged animalsoordinate a wide range of omponents and systems to walk adaptively and eÆientlyunder a variety of speeds, terrains and task goals inluding hasing, ourtship and stealth.The robotis literature shows a variety of design strategies to generate dierent gaitpatterns in legged robots, inluding, to name a few: strutural ombination of rigid andtensile strutural elements [13℄, morphologial omputation [14℄, osillator ontroller withpneumati atuators [15℄ and biomimeti adaptations based on ground ontat timing [16℄or using sensorimotor oordination [17℄. Alternatively, walking platforms based on onedegree-of-freedom reongurable planar leg mehanisms, that are apable of generatingmultiple useful gaits, while maintaining simple ontrol shemes an also be proposed.For example, in [18℄, a reongurable Jansen leg that varies its hardware morphologyto produe a wide set of novel gaits by parametri hanges of its omponents and sub-assemblies was disussed. To ensure safe loomotion aross a diÆult terrain, a robotmust be able to stably swith between gaits either at rest or in motion. Literaturepoints a number of eorts to this end, [19℄ proposes an approah based on ayli feedforward motion patterns that allow a robot to swith from one gait to another. [20℄applies nonlinear osillators to model Central Pattern Generators (CPGs) that is able toinitiate/stop loomotion; generate dierent gaits, and to easily selet and swith betweenthe dierent gaits aording to the speed and/or the behavioral ontext. [21℄ attempts toindue a quadruped robot to walk and swith gaits dynamially on irregular terrain andrun on at terrain by using a nervous system model.6
In addition to this, many studies about the multi-legged robot are exist. Sebastian etal. [22℄ presented their eorts in developing a six legged, bio-inspired, and energy eÆientrobot (SpaeClimber 1) for extraterrestrial surfae exploration, partiularly for mobilityin lunar raters. Estremera et al. [23℄ elaborated the development of rab and turninggaits for a hexapod robot, SILO-6, on a natural terrain ontaining uneven ground andforbidden zones as well as an appliation to humanitarian demining. Moro et al. [24℄proposed an approah to diretly map a range of gaits of a horse to a quadruped robotwith an intention of generating a more life-like loomotion yle. This work also presentedthe use of kinemati motion primitives in generating valid and stable walking, trotting,and galloping gaits that were tested on a ompliant quadruped robot. In these works, therobots developed were generally eetive in mimiking the gait yles of their biologialounterparts, but they suered from high payload-to-mahine-load ratio and high energyonsumption.Several approahes were studied in developing energy eÆient walking mahines. [25℄presented a set of rules towards improving energy eÆieny in statially stable walkingrobots by omparing two legged, namely mammal and inset, ongurations on a hexapodroboti platform. [26℄ applied minimization riteria for optimizing energy onsumption ina hexapod robot over every half a loomotion yle, espeially while walking on uneventerrains. [27℄ put forward two dierent approahes to determine optimal feet fores andjoint torques for six legged robots towards minimizing energy onsumption. Even thoughmany literatures have ontributed for the multi-legged robot, still it has been providinga number of hallenges to researhers. And, sine these multi-legged robots install someatuators on eah leg, and realize the loomotion by ontrolling these motions, the ontrolsystem must always involve omplexity.On the other hand, sine nested reongurable robot developed in this study possessesa intra-reongurable legged module, and this intra-reongurable legged module buildsbasi systems of nested reongurable system, it is required to be able to drive with simplemotion. That is, sine the developed intra-reongurable module is required to be able tobe driven with the lowest possible atuator, the omplexity for walking should be involvedinto mehanial system.
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1.2.1 Theo Jansen Linkage MehanismAs suh mehanism, Theo Jansen, a Duth kineti artist, has invented the Jansen link-age mehanism [28℄. The Jansen linkage mehanism is a linkage mehanism whih isapable the walking loomotion by 1 DOF, and an drive by 1 DOF even if some legsare oupled. Some literatures have reported about the Jansen linkage mehanism. Gies-breht et al. have shown analysis of the kinematis of the Jansen linkage mehanism [29℄,derivation of the dynamis [30℄, optimization of the driving torque [31℄, and optimizationof link lengths for a gait pattern [32℄. Moldvan et al. have proposed a new type walkingrobot design with the Jansen linkage mehanism [33℄, and have shown analysis of thekinematis utilizing CAD [34℄, optimal design of the new type robot [35℄, derivation offorward kinemati equation [36℄, and gait synthesis utilizing Freudestein method [37℄.However, sine the Jansen linkage mehanism is one of losed linkage, it have only onegait pattern. Thus, it have a disadvantage that it is the low adaptability for environments.For suh problem, Komoda et al. have realized gait patterns for limbing and steppingby adding yli motions or up-down motions at the enter joint to the normal motion ofthe driving link [38, 39℄. This method is valid for limbing a single step, but for example,in ase of whih new gaits are needed for terrains suh as mud, the additional motionshave to be ontinued.This study proposes a reongurable Jansen linkage mehanism as the intra-reongurablemodule robot. The reongurable Jansen linkage mehanism is the Jansen linkage meh-anism whih have atuators at links and whih is apable to depit various gait patternsby hanging the link length utilizing one of the features of the losed link mehanism inwhih dierent gait patterns an be depited aording to the link length ombination.The reongurable Jansen linkage mehanism is utilized as the intra-reongurable mod-ule robot possessing both reongurable mehanism and doking mehanism. And, leggednested reongurable robot is realized by assembling these.1.3 Summary of the ContentsIn partiular, rstly, development of the reongurable Jansen linkage mehanism isreported as intra-reongurable module. Also, a useful appliation ase of a ontrol8
method of the developed reongurable Jansen linkage mehanism is proposed. And, it isshown that the most basi nested reongurable robot an be implemented by assemblingthese. In addition, a ontrol system of a walking robot with Jansen linkage mehanismapable of driving with 1-DOF is designed. In development of reongurable Jansenlinkage mehanism, rstly, forward kinematis of Jansen linkage mehanism is derived,and some interesting gait patterns are explored. Seondly, a gait transition method ofthe explored gait patterns is proposed, and repeatability and possibility of both the gaitpatterns and the gait transition method are demonstrated through experiments. As anappliation ase of ontrol method of reongurable Jansen linkage mehanism, onstantspeed ontrol of the toe is proposed by utilizing the derived forward kinematis. A relationbetween the toe speed and the driving link speed is formulated by utilizing the derivedforward kinematis, and by utilizing it, the angle variation of the driving link realizing theonstant speed of the toe is derived. And, it is veried that the onstant speed loomotionof the toe an be realized by the derived angle variation via a numerial simulation.In development of the multi-legged nested reongurable robot, the multi-legged robotassembling the developed reongurable Jansen linkage mehanisms is developed. And,synhronization realizing the walking whih is most basi loomotion strategy for themulti-legged robot is presented. Also, two types of gait transition methods for the exploredgait patterns are presented, furthermore, it is veried that the walking and the gaittransitions with stable are realized by the presented synhronization and gait transitionmethods via numerial simulations. In design of the ontrol system of a walking robot withJansen linkage mehanism apable of driving with 1-DOF, the position ontrol system ofthe multi-legged nested reongurable robot with Jansen linkage mehanism apable ofdriving with 1-DOF whih is supposed to be designed in our future work is designedbased on the energy ontrol. Also, it is veried that the position an be ontrolled by thedesigned ontrol system.This study is organized from six hapters: Chapter 2 shows both the developmentof the reongurable Jansen linkage mehanism as the intra-reongurable module, andits eetiveness through experiments. Chapter 3 reports the speed ontrol of the toe ofthe Jansen linkage mehanism. The synhronization and the gait transition methods forthe multi-legged nested reongurable robot are shown in Chapter 4. In Chapter 5, the9
position ontrol system for the more developed multi-legged robot with the Jansen linkagemehanism is designed. Chapter 6 onludes this study.Chapter 2: A Reongurable Jansen Leg with Multiple Gait PatternsChapter 2 reports a reongurable approah to roboti legged loomotion that pro-dues a wide variety of gait urves, opening new possibilities for innovative appliations.The main departure from the state of the art in this area is that large solution spaesare generated using a one degree-of-freedom planar linkage, produing gait variane viaparametri hanges of link lengths. Our ultimate aim is to build robots that an entirelyredesign their morphologies aording to hanges in the environment and to reet theirlearning of new abilities. Chapter 2 represents an initial step towards robots that self-design themselves. We envision robots equipped with reongurable legs to generate alarge number of loomotion apabilities during their deployment. Alternatively, for tasksthat require single-purpose mehanisms, our approah an be used as a design approah toexplore and selet optimal yet feasible ongurations that an be used to build speializedwalking robots.In partiular, a novel reongurable Theo Jansen linkage that produes a wide variety ofgait yles is reported (Fig. 1.4). The standard Theo Jansen linkage is a popular losedkinemati hain suitable for developing legged robots, suh pin-jointed planar linkageoperates with only one atuator |i.e., it is a Grubler kinemati hain. The proposeddesign extends the apabilities of the original mehanism, while maintaining its mehanialsimpliity during normal operation, generating dierent useful gait patterns and behaviorsbeyond loomotion.The main hallenges in designing a reongurable version of a Theo Jansen linkageinlude the development of eÆient approahes to trae foot trajetories |i.e. ouplerurves, the denition of the novelty and utility of the resulting foot trajetories, thedevelopment of heuristis to guide the reonguration proess, and the non-trivial proessof implementing theoretial designs generated analytially into physial mehanisms. Allthese aspets are handled in Chapter 2, onluding with experimental results using aprototype fabriated with a minimum amount of o-the-shelf parts. The reongurableTheo Jansen linkage herein presented is an initial design and implementation of a four-legged robot for testing dierent reonguration senarios and ontrol strategies for limb10
Fig. { 1.4 Prototype of a reongurable Jansen leg that extends the apabilities of theoriginal design, while maintaining its mehanial simpliity during normaloperation. This linkage, that swithes from a pin-jointed Grubler kinematihain to a ve degree-of-freedom mehanism with slider joints in the reon-guration proess, not only produes dierent useful gait patterns but alsogenerates behaviors beyond loomotion.
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speialization and graeful degradation.Chapter 3: Speed Control of Jansen Linkage Mehanism for Exquisite TasksChapter 3 generates the angle trajetory of the driving link apable of the onstantspeed ontrol of the toe of the Jansen linkage mehanism. In order to ahieve it, theforward kinematis of the Jansen linkage mehanism whih boils down to the problem ofthe Bilateraton is analyzed. In fat, it is proven that the norm of the toe speed bearsa proportionate relationship to the angular veloity of the driving link. And, the angletrajetory of the driving link apable of the onstant speed ontrol of the toe of theJansen linkage mehanism is generated by utilizing the relationship. It is veried thatthe onstant speed ontrol of the toe of the Jansen linkage mehanism is realized by thegenerated trajetory via a numerial simulation.Chapter 3 is presented as one of useful appliation ase of the ontrol methods for theJansen linkage mehanism. By applying this method, the speed of either the horizontalor the vertial diretion an be ontrolled as well as the norm of the toe speed. Forexample, in the ase of the multi-legged robot with the Jansen linkage mehanisms, sinethe feeding speeds of the toes an be ontrolled arbitrarily, we an take an advantage thatit is beome easy to onsider the stability of the robot. Also, it seems that the method isuseful for the robot design as well. Beause, the robot apable of maintaining a onstanttoe speeds an be designed by designing non-irular gears based on the derived relationalexpression. By taking suh design, all toe speed is maintained onstant even if the robotis designed with 1-DOF.Chapter 4: An Approah to Gait Synhronization and Transition for Reon-gurable Walking PlatformsIn Chapter 4, we present a method for the generation of input joint trajetories toproperly synhronize the movement of quadruped robots with reongurable legs. Theapproah is exemplied in a four-legged robot with reongurable Jansen legs apableof generating up to six useful dierent gait yles. The proposed tehnique is validatedthrough simulated results that show the platform’s stability aross its six feasible walkingpatterns and during gait transition phases, thus onsiderably extending the apabilitiesof the non-reongurable design.A fundamental problem of the gait reonguration solutions based on reongurable12
Fig. { 1.5 Legged robots based on one degree-of-freedom reongurable planar legmehanisms may operate in environments and tasks of high omplexity whilemaintaining simple ontrol shemes. This four-legged robot is based on re-ongurable Jansen legs apable of generating up to six dierent gait yles.legged robots is to reah stability both in motion and rest, as well as while transformingfrom one onguration to another with the minimum number of legs, while the ompleterange of walking patterns is available. In Chapter 4, we disuss a method for the propergeneration of input joint trajetories to synhronize the dierent gait yles and gaittransitions of quadruped robots with one degree-of-freedom reongurable legs. In orderto exemplify our approah, we fous on a four-legged robot with reongurable Jansen legs(Fig. 1.5). Theoretially, suh walking platform is apable of generating up to six usefuldierent walking patterns, resulting from the dierent gaits yles of a reongurableJansen leg. It will be shown how, by using the proposed tehnique, all these feasiblepatterns an be suessfully attained. In this way, the apabilities of a quadruped robotbased on standard non-reongurable Jansen legs are onsiderably extended.
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Chapter 5: Dynami Modeling and Nonlinear Position Control of a QuadrupedRobot with Theo Jansen Linkage MehanismsIn Chapter 5, we perform dynami modeling and analysis on a four-legged robot om-posed of the Theo Jansen mehanisms whih is never done in the literature. The projetionmethod is applied to derive the dynami model beause of its powerfulness in modelingsuh ompliated system. Then a position ontrol strategy is proposed based on energyontrol. Finally, numerial simulations validate the eÆay of the designed ontroller.Lagrange's method [40{42℄ is famous for deriving dynami models. However, some-times it is very diÆult to build the dynami model of a linkage mehanism, suh as theTheo Jansen linkage, by using Lagrange's method beause the forward kinematis of thesystem is very ompliated. In Chapter 5, the projetion method [43{45℄ is applied toderive the omplete dynami model of a four-legged robot omposed of the Theo Jansenmehanisms. In omparison with the onventional approahes, Lagrange's, Gibbs-Appel,and Kane's for example, projetion method has been observed to be more intuitive in na-ture and ompat [43, 44, 46℄. By using this method, the ompliated linkage mehanisman be assumed as a simple holonomi system and the model is derived by fousing ononstraints of the system as well as the holonomi system [46℄. The dynami model of thewhole system an be derived by separating the system into a few sub-systems and thenintegrating the dynami models of these sub-systems [47℄. Considering these advantages,the projetion method is hosen to build the dynami model for the four-legged robot.Chapter 6: ConlusionChapter 6 onludes this study. This study involving the purpose of this study andthe researh ontents in eah Chapter is summarized. The results of eah Chapter aredisussed, and it is veried that the purpose of this study is ahieved.1.4 ContributionThis study aims to formulate the onept of nested reonguration whih possessesboth intra- and inter- reonguration, and to develop the robot apable of ahievingwide-ranging tasks in highly unertain environments through providing the nested reon-guration, and has studied following researh topis: development of intra-reongurable14
module robot possessing both the reongurable mehanisms and doking system, speedontrol of toe of the Jansen linkage mehanism, development of the multi-legged nestedreongurable robot, and the position ontrol of the multi-legged robot with the Jansenlinkage mehanisms.Through these studies, the onept of nested reonguration whih possesses both intra-and inter-reonguration has been formulated. And appliation of nested reongurabilityand its design and ontrol strategy have been proposed.
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2 . A Reongurable Jansen Leg withMultiple Gait Patterns
Legged robots are able to move aross irregular terrains and those based on onedegree-of-freedom planar linkages an be energy eÆient, but are often onstrained bya limited range of gaits whih an limit their loomotion apabilities onsiderably. Thishapter reports the design of a novel reongurable Theo Jansen linkage that produesa wide variety of gait yles, opening new possibilities for innovative appliations. Thesuggested mehanism swithes from a pin-jointed Grubler kinemati hain to a ve degree-of-freedom mehanism with slider joints during the reonguration proess. It is shownthat suh reongurable linkage signiantly extend the apabilities of the original de-sign, while maintaining its mehanial simpliity during normal operation, to not onlyprodue dierent useful gait patterns but also to realize behaviors beyond loomotion.Experiments with an implemented prototype are presented and their results validate theproposed approah.2.1 Reongurable linkages and designA linkage an be modeled in general as a system of geometrial onstraints, that is, agroup of geometrial elements |e.g., points, lines, irles, polygons| subjet to geomet-rial measures |e.g., angles, lengths, areas, volumes| and geometrial relations |e.g.,ratios, ongruenes, tangenies, ontats. In the design and mehanis of this kind ofmehanisms, suh system of geometrial onstraints has been historially onsidered asinvariable. However, given the advanes in the last entury in, prinipally, the analysisand synthesis of mehanisms, the omputer-aided design (CAD) systems, and the teh-niques for rapid prototyping, researhers and inventors have started to oneive and study16
linkages whose geometrial elements, measures, and/or relations an vary in some stateof their operation. These kinemati hains are alled reongurable linkages, a urrentmain trend in mehanisms and mahine siene as evidened by the multiple referenesthat an be found in the literature sine the mid-1990s |see, for instane, [48{50℄ andthe referenes therein.Reongurable linkages are a lear example of transformers, that is, produts thattransform into dierent systems or aording to dierent states. In [51℄, following aombined indutive and dedutive approah, priniples and failitators for innovation indesign through transformation are proposed. A transformation priniple onstitutes aguideline that by itself reates a hange. A transformation failitator is dened as adesign onstrut that helps or aids in generating mehanial modiations but whoseimplementation does not reate transformation singly. A total of three transformationpriniples are suggested, namely, expand/ollapse, expose/over, and fuse/divide. Respetto the transformation failitators, twenty are disussed; they inlude ideas suh as, justto name some, ommon ore struture, omposite, funtion sharing, and inate. Thereongurable Theo Jansen linkage proposed in this work is based on the expand/ollapsepriniple and uses the onept of telesope |manipulate an objet along an axis to reatean elongation, planar spread, or enlosure to alter its funtion| as failitator; a basiapproah through whih the original design beomes versatile.Linkage design has been historially onsidered as a synonym of kinemati synthesisor the problem of nding a suitable linkage |type, number of links, and dimensions|for a given movement or task. Kinemati synthesis is normally divided into three ate-gories, namely, motion generation |also alled rigid body guidane, funtion generation,and point-path generation [52, 53℄. In motion generation, some loations (position andorientation) that represent the desired movement are known. In funtion generation,the goal is to oordinate an output rank rotation (or slide) with a spei input rankrotation (or slide). Finally, in point-path generation, the available information is simi-lar to that of motion generation but in this ase the orientation onstraints orrespondto don't-are onditions. Solutions approahes to these problems (in general, solutionsto speial instanes) have been proposed by many researhers during the last two en-turies; methods based on geometry [54, 55℄, numerial ontinuation [56, 57℄, optimization17
tehniques [58, 53, 59℄, resultant elimination tools [60℄, between others, have been pro-posed. An interesting historial review with referenes to lassial works an be foundin [61, Chapter 1℄. For urrent trends and open problems in the eld, the interested readeris addressed to [62℄.Our work departs from the lassial oneption of linkage design as kinemati synthesis.This method was introdued by the German geometer Ludwig Burmester in the late 19thentury. Burmester is in fat onsidered as the father of theoretial kinematis of meha-nisms |the branh that studies the geometry of motion in general mehanisms [63℄. Hewas probably the pioneer in the study of omplex ompound mehanisms [54℄, that is,kinemati hains with more than two independent loops in whih at least one geometri-al element is onneted through kinemati pairs to more than two others [64℄. In ourreongurable linkage design approah, the objetive is not to nd the best linkage toaomplish a spei motion as in kinemati synthesis but to determine whether throughsimple hanges in the topology or geometry of a given linkage, useful oupler urvesor workspaes that improve the performane of the original design in spei ases, orompletely modify its task, an be obtained. The mehanial implementation (prati-al engineering solution) of suh transformations between disrete positions of the designspae is a fundamental aspet of this methodology.2.1.1 Walking mahines and leg linkagesSine the beginning of the land transportation tehnology, numerous walking mahineshave been oneived and designed as an alternative to wheel vehiles beause of theirpotential advantages in rough terrain. These benets inlude, for example, higher speed,better fuel eonomy, greater mobility, better isolation from terrain irregularities, and lessenvironmental damage [65℄. A omplete survey of the walking mahines developed in thelast deades an be found in [66℄; where it is shown that dierent kinds of leg mehanismshave been proposed, systems that span from open planar kinemati hains to parallelarhitetures. In this work, we propose a reongurable leg mehanism based on a losedplanar kinemati hain of one degree-of-freedom. This lass of leg mehanisms has beenseleted beause of its energy eÆieny and simpliity of gait ontrol.A historial example of a walking mahine based on one degree-of-freedom planar link-18
ages is the mehanial system proposed by the Russian mathematiian Pafnuty Chebyshevin 1850. The legs of this walking mahine are based on a four-bar linkage designed byChebyshev to approximate straight-line motion, details of this mahine an be found inthe volume 1 of the lassial Artobolevsky's handbook of mehanisms [67, pp. 406℄. Inmore reent times, two one degree-of-freedom leg linkages, both invented in the last 25years, have stood out, namely, the Klann mehanism and the Jansen linkage. The Klannmehanism, oneived by the Mehanial Engineer Joe Klann in 1994, is a Stephensontype III kinemati hain (a six-bar linkage) designed from the four-bar Burmester linkagedeveloped in 1888 for harbor ranes [68℄. The Jansen linkage orresponds to an eight-barkinemati hain; it was reated by Theo Jansen during his works of fusion of art andengineering, the history of the linkage development and invention is desribed in [28℄.More details about this linkage are disussed later herein. For the development of ourreongurable leg linkage, we opted for the Theo Jansen's solution beause of its higherpotential of versatility, given the fat that the resulting oupler urve at the foot point isof higher degree than that of both the four-bar Chebyshev linkage and the six-bar Klannmehanism. An example of suh versatility an be seen in the study of Komoda and Wa-gatsuma [38℄, in whih an extension of the Theo Jansen linkage for limbing over bumpsis proposed. This is perhaps the loser work to our approah.2.2 Position analysis of a Theo Jansen linkageThe Theo Jansen linkage (\Jansen leg" is the term used in this hapter) is an eight-link one degree-of-freedom planar linkage, that is, a Grubler kinemati hain, designedby the Duth kineti sulptor Theo Jansen during the 1990s for emulating a smooth andelegant walking motion [28℄. This linkage, depited in Fig. 2.1, has three independentloops and onsists of six binary links, one ternary link, and a oupler link with sevenrevolute joints. Sine one of the revolute joints involves there binary links, the topologyof this kinemati hain does not orrespond to any of the sixteen topologies of standardone degree-of-freedom eight-bar linkages [69, Appendix D℄.In a Jansen leg, aording to the notation of Fig. 2.1, the enters of the revolute jointsof the binary links dene the line segments P1P2, P1P6, P2P3, P3P4, P3P6, and P5P7, those19















Fig. { 2.2 The bilateration problem.2.2.2 Bilateration-based system of equationsFirst, aording to the notation of Fig. 2.1, let us ompute p1;3 from  and the loationof the revolute joint enters P1 and P2. That is,p1;3 = Z1;2;3 p1;2 (2.3)with s1;3 = s1;2 + s2;3   2 d1;2 d2;3 os . Now, following a simple geometri onstrutiveproess from p1;3, we getp1;4 = Z1;3;4 p1;3; (2.4)p1;5 = Z1;4;5 p1;4 = Z1;4;5Z1;3;4 p1;3; and (2.5)p1;6 = Z1;3;6 p1;3: (2.6)
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Thus, p5;6 =  p1;5 + p1;6 = ( Z1;4;5Z1;3;4 + Z1;3;6)p1;3: (2.7)Then, s5;6 = det( Z1;4;5Z1;3;4 + Z1;3;6) s1;3: (2.8)Finally, from p5;6, we getp6;7 =  Z6;5;7 p5;6; (2.9)p6;8 = Z6;7;8 p6;7=  Z6;7;8Z6;5;7( Z1;4;5Z1;3;4 + Z1;3;6)p1;3: (2.10)Then, p1;8 = p1;6 + p6;8= Z1;3;6   Z6;7;8Z6;5;7( Z1;4;5Z1;3;4+ Z1;3;6)Z1;2;3 p1;2: (2.11)Equation (2.11) denes the loation of point P8, the foot of a Jansen leg. This equationdepends on the set of link dimensions (S), the angle of the input link (), the orientationsign of the oriented areas A1;2;3, A1;3;4, A1;3;6, and A6;5;7, and the loation of P1 andP2, the enters of the grounded revolute joints. For a given set of values for all thesevariables, a spei onguration of a Jansen leg is determined, that is, the point P8 isuniquely dened. We represent a onguration of a Jansen leg as (S; ; ; P1; P2) where = 0; : : : ; 15 speies the ombination of signs for the areas A1;2;3, A1;3;4, A1;3;6, andA6;5;7. Thus, for example,  = 10 = (1010)2  + +  implies that A1;2;3 > 0, A1;3;4 < 0,A1;3;6 > 0, and A6;5;7 < 0.The ability of bilateration matries to represent the solution of omplex problems ina very ompat form an be appreiated when omparing the solution for the positionanalysis of a Jansen leg presented in [73℄ with the bilateration-based result of equation(2.11).
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2.2.3 Equations of veloity and aelerationThe veloity and aeleration of the bilateration problem an be readily obtained fromthe dierential and seond order dierential respet to time of equation (2.1), respetively.That is, _pi;k = _Zi;j;kpi;j + Zi;j;k _pi;j; (2.12)pi;k = Zi;j;kpi;j + 2 _Zi;j;k _pi;j + Zi;j;kpi;j; (2.13)The spei expressions for _Zi;j;k and Zi;j;k depend on the variable sides of 4PiPjPk. Forexample, in the ase kpi;kk and kpj;kk are both xed lengths, _Zi;j;k redues to_Zi;j;k = 12s2i;j 24 _si;j(si;k   si;k) 4( _si;jA  si;j _A)4( _si;jA  si;j _A) _si;j(sj;k   si;k) 35 ;_Ai;j;k = _si;j(si;k + sj;k   si;j)4q(si;j + si;k + sj;k)2   2(s2i;j + s2i;k + s2j;k) :
The bilateration-based equations for the veloity and aeleration of the foot of a Jansenleg an be similarly omputed. Then, by properly dierentiating equation (2.11), we have
_p1;8 =hZ6;7;8Z6;5;7(Z1;4;5Z1;3;4 Z1;3;6) + Z1;3;6 _Z1;2;3+ Z1;3;6 + Z6;7;8Z6;5;7(Z1;4;5 _Z1;3;4   _Z1;3;6)+ _Z6;5;7(Z1;4;5Z1;3;4   Z1;3;6)Z1;2;3ip1;2; (2.14)p1;8=h(Z1;3;6 Z1;2;3 + 2 _Z1;3;6 _Z1;2;3 + Z1;3;6Z1;2;3)+ Z6;7;8(Z1;4;5Z1;3;4   Z1;3;6)(Z6;5;7 Z1;2;3+2 _Z6;5;7 _Z1;2;3+Z6;5;7Z1;2;3)+2(Z1;4;5 _Z1;3;4  _Z1;3;6)(Z6;5;7 _Z1;2;3+ _Z6;5;7Z1;2;3)+(Z1;4;5Z1;3;4 Z1;3;6)Z6;5;7Z1;2;3ip1;2: (2.15)24
2.3 Beyond the standard Theo Jansen linkage: Newgait patternsOur main aim is to design a novel reongurable Theo Jansen linkage that produes awide variety of gait yles in order to open new possibilities for innovative appliationswhile maintaining its mehanial simpliity. To this end, those new gait patterns mustbased on the topology of a Jansen leg and satisfy at least one of the following goals:i) mimiry of dierent animal speies,ii) signiant improvements of the loomotion eÆieny in non-even surfaes, a range ofmaterials, and external perturbations suh as strong winds, andiii) transform the motion into behaviors beyond loomotion |e.g., manipulation skills.2.3.1 Traing the oupler urve of a Jansen legFigure 2.3(top) presents all possible loations of point P8, omputed from equation(2.11), for sampled values of  at inrements of 1100 for the ase in whih s1;2 = 1073:55,s1;4 = 553:61, s1;5 = 631:72, s1;6 = 552:63, s2;3 = 117:38, s3;4 = 1216:96, s3;6 = 1468:58,s4;5 = 1045:75, s5;7 = 572:84, s6;7 = 642:22, s6;8 = 1292:26, and s7;8 = 1900:87, withP1 = (0; 0)T and P2 = (32:436; 4:632)T . In this proedure, for eah value of , sixteenpossible loations for the point P8 are alulated, one per eah ombination of signs forthe oriented areas A1;2;3, A1;3;4, A1;3;6, and A6;5;7. This set of link dimensions orrespondsto our standard values of a Jansen leg. From Fig. 2.3(top), a result that ontains noinformation on the onnetivity of eah sample to its neighbors, we observe that point P8shapes to dierent trajetories. In fat, sine a Jansen leg orresponds to a one degree-of-freedom pin-jointed planar linkage, any arbitrary point on it generates a plane urve,alled oupler urve, when the mehanism moves.A novel approah to trae oupler urves, that takes advantage from the geometriinformation of bilateration-based equations, has been reently disussed in [72℄. By traingwe mean that the onnetivity between samples is known. Following suh method, forthe partiular ase of a Jansen leg, the urve generated from a known initial feasible25
PSfrag replaements P8x
P8y
Fig. { 2.3 Top: Possible loations of point P8, the foot, in all assembly modes of astandard Jansen leg. The lowest sampled urve orresponds to the trajetoryused in walking platforms. Bottom: Traed foot trajetory of a standardJansen leg. The green path orresponds to the assembly mode family givenby A1;2;3 > 0, A1;3;4 > 0, A1;3;6 < 0, and A6;5;7 < 0. In the red path,A1;2;3 < 0, A1;3;4 > 0, A1;3;6 < 0, and A6;5;7 < 0.
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onguration (S; ; ; P1; P2) by point P8 |the foot trajetory| an be traed followingthese steps:1. Compute P8 using equation (2.11).2. Evaluate the oriented areas A1;2;3, A1;3;4, A1;3;6, and A5;6;7 with the urrent value of. If any of them is equal to zero, the urrent onguration {i.e., the urrent tuple(S; ; ; P1; P2){ belongs to more than one family of assembly modes (ombinationsof signs of the oriented areas A1;2;3, A1;3;4, A1;3;6, and A5;6;7) and the leg movementmay evolve along dierent paths. Identify all these families, that is, determine allfeasible values that  an assume.3. Inrease  at a speied rate. When  reahes the limit imposed by the triangularinequalities assoiated to 4P1P2P3, 4P1P3P4, and 4P1P3P6, start to derease thevariable.4. Repeat steps 1 to 3 for eah tuple (S; ; ; P1; P2) until the whole range of  hasbeen evaluated.In a standard Jansen leg, the foot trajetory used in walking platforms {the lowest sampledurve in Fig. 2.3(top){ an be easily traed following the above proedure from any between 0 and  with A1;2;3 > 0, A1;3;4 > 0, A1;3;6 < 0, and A5;6;7 < 0. The orrespondingresult is depited in Fig. 2.3(bottom). It is interesting to note that the standard foottrajetory of a Jansen leg resembles to the plantigrade loomotion of some terrestrialanimals. In fat, this trajetory is quite similar to those of the ankles of rats during singlestep yles [74℄.2.3.2 Finding the new gait patternsAording to Kuo et al. [75℄, a linkage an be onsidered as reongurable if during itsoperation at least one of the following features varies: a) the eetive number of linksand/or joints, b) the kinemati type |i.e., the ontat onstraint| of some joints, )the adjaeny and inidene of links and joints, and d) the relative arrangement betweenjoints, or more generally, the relative geometrial relation between joints and links. Aninteresting onsideration for designing reongurable mehanisms is that by simply re-alloating the joint positions of pin-jointed planar linkages, all types of reonguration27
harateristis, exepting the hange of ontat onstraints in kinemati pairs, may beobtained [76℄.In the ase of one degree-of-freedom pin-jointed planar linkages, it is well-known thata hange in the link dimensions, that is, a modiation in the relative distane betweenonneted joints, a realloation of joint positions, generates new and dierent ouplerurves. With this basi priniple in mind, our approah to obtain novel gait patternsof a Jansen leg is to identify whether by performing small variations in the lengths ofthe links, interesting foot trajetories an be obtained. To this end, a simple exploratorydesign study is suggested: vary the standard dimensions of the links in 20%, rst linkby link, later in ouples, and nally in trios, and register the resulting oupler urves {omputed using the disussed proedure{ to detet useful gait yles for future innovativeappliations in robotis. Following the proposed sheme, we present here ve gait patterns,that extend the apabilities of the original Jansen leg, generated through minimal hangesof link dimensions. Next, eah of them is desribed.Digitigrade loomotion (Cat walking)The standard foot trajetory of a Jansen leg orresponds to a kind of plantigrade loo-motion. A plantigrade is an animal that stands or walks with its podials, suh as humansregularly do |an experimental analysis and haraterization of the human straight walk-ing an be found in [77℄. In ontrast, digitigrades walk on their digits or toes. Exampleof these kind of animals inlude dogs, ats, many other mammals, and most birds. Sinein eah step of digitigrades less foot is touhing the surfae, these animals present lessfrition and waste of energy than plantigrades. In onsequene, digitigrades tend to bevery fast runners [78℄. This fat makes digitigrade loomotion of great interest for thedevelopment of walking platforms.Table 2.1 depits the foot trajetory of a Jansen leg when the length of the binary linkonneting the revolute joint enters P5 and P7 is inreased by 20% respet to its standardvalue -First row, olumn \single link". The shape of this urve is quite similar to the gaityle of a at [79, Fig. 2℄. This result is relevant beause it shows that by modifying thelink dimensions of a standard Jansen leg, that is, by reonguring a one degree-of-freedommehanism, we an swith from a plantigrade loomotion to a digitigrade loomotion.Columns \ouple of links" and \trio of links" in the rst row of Table 2.1 present other28
Table { 2.1 Identied foot trajetory patterns of interest for nested reonguration ap-pliationsPattern Single link Couple of links Trio of linksDigitigradeloomotionCatwalking d5;7 : +20% ? d1;2 : +10%, d7;8 : +20%d3;4 :  12%, d7;8 : +20% ?d5;7 : +10%, 4P1P4P5 :  20%d3;4 : +12%, 4P6P7P8 : +20% d1;2 :  8%, d5;7 : +20%, d3;6 :  20% ?d3;4 :  12%, d7;8 : +20%, d5;7 : +20%d3;4 :  12%, d7;8 : +20%,4P1P4P5 :  10%
Obstaleavoidane d7;8 :  20% ? d6;8 : +20%, d7;8 :  20% ?d3;4 :  20%, d3;6 :  20% d6;8 : +20%, d7;8 :  20%, d1;2 : +20%d6;8 : +20%, d7;8 :  20%, d3;4 :  20% ?
JamavoidaneWalking onmud d1;2 : +20% ? d1;2 : +20%, d2;3 : +20% ? d1;2 :  20%, d3;4 :  20%, d3;6 :  20% ?
Steplimbing d3;6 : +16% ? d2;3 :  10%, d3;6 : +20%d3;6 : +16%, d7;8 :  20% ?d3;4 : +20%, d7;8 : +20% d1;2 : +20%, d2;3 : +20%, d3;6 : +20%d2;3 :  14%, d3;6 : +20%, d7;8 :  20% ?d3;4 : +20%, d5;7 : +20%, d7;8 : +20%
Drillingmotion d7;8 : +20% ? d1;2 :  8%, d5;7 : +20%d2;3 : +16%, d6;8 :  20% ?d6;8 :  20%, d7;8 : +2% d1;2 : +10%, d3;4 : +20%, d7;8 : +20%d2;3 :  20%, d6;8 :  20%, d7;8 : +4%d1;2 :+10%,d7;8 :+20%,4P1P4P5 : 20% ?
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P1y A BtotfFig. { 2.4 Transformation from digitigrade loomotion (d5;7 : +20%) to step limbing(d3;6 : +16%). Left: Some steps of a simulation of the leg transformation,the binary links of variable dimension and the vertial movement of thegrounded revolute joint enters are highlighted in yan and light green. Theorresponding foot trajetories are also depited {digitigrade loomotion inblak and step limbing in blue. Right-top: The lowest values of P8y foreah of the foot trajetories in the transformation are onneted by an arrow.These values are used to determine the initial and nal input angles, A andB respetively, in the transformation proess. Right-below: The evolutionof P1y from t = to to t = tf .maintaining a step length lose to the original one, allows to extrat material and look fora suitable support point at the same time. As in the other reongurability harateristispreviously disussed, similar jam avoidane patterns an be obtained by simultaneouslyhanging dierent link lengths of a Jansen leg. The orresponding ombinations of linkdimensions are presented in the third row, olumns \ouple of links" and \trio of links",of Table 2.1.Step limbingFourth row of Table 2.1 presents the modiations in the link dimensions of a standardJansen leg that yield foot trajetories for limbing steps. This urve results from inreasing16% the distane between the grounded revolute joint enters P3 and P6. These gamma-like patterns are more appropriate for limbing steps than the normal foot trajetory dueto the signiantly shorter ontat line with the oor |think, for example, the length ofthe steps. 31
Drilling motionIn kinematis of mehanisms, reiproating motion is in general dened as a reur-rent up-and-down or bak-and-forth movement. It is normally assoiated to a repetitivestraight line motion resulting from or giving rise to a full rotation. When onsideringomplex one degree-of-freedom planar linkages |i.e., mehanisms with oupler urves oforder muh higher than six, the degree of a four-bar linkage oupler urve, suh standardonept should be extended beause overlapping motions dierent to a straight line anbe obtained in spei ranges of the input joint. An example of this kind of reiproatingmotion in a double buttery linkage, a mehanism whose oupler urves an reah order48, is presented in [80℄. Observe that this behavior also ours in a standard Jansen legas it an be veried in the sampled urves presented in Fig. 2.3(top).Fifth row of Table 2.1 presents the modiations in the link dimensions of a standardJansen leg that yield foot trajetories with reiproating harateristis. These urves,produt of inreasing 20% the distane between the joint enter P7 and the foot pointP8 for the ase of single-link modiation, are of interest beause their needle-like shapesan be used for drilling ativities. With this resulting reongurability harateristi wego one step further beause it shows that by varying the link dimensions of a standardJansen leg we an, in addition to modify the gait patterns of the walking platform, hangethe behavior of the system. In this ase, from a walker to a driller.2.4 Charaterization of leg transformationWe have shown so far that by hanging the link dimensions of a standard Jansen leg,a variety of gait patterns of interest for innovative appliations in robotis an be iden-tied, i.e., digitigrade loomotion, obstale avoidane, jam avoidane, step limbing, anddrilling motion. An important design hallenge is how to perform a proper transformationbetween gait patterns. By proper we mean, for example, that undesired oor ontatsmust be avoided during the transformation proess. Note that the answer to this questionhas impliations in the ontrol and design of the proposed Jansen leg with variable linkdimensions.Following the above disussion, we have devised a simple proedure for transforming32
a reongurable Jansen leg from a pattern A to a pattern B, where both A and B aredierent and belong to the set of patterns fplantigrade loomotion, digitigrade loomo-tion, obstale avoidane, jam avoidane, step limbing, and drilling motiong as desribedin setion 2.3. As a proof of onept, we onsider the transformation from digitigradeloomotion (d5;7 : +20%) to step limbing (d3;6 : +16%). The proposed method is asfollows:1. For pattern A, from the urrent loation of the grounded revolute joint entersP1 and P2, determine the lowest value of P8y and the orresponding input angle, say A, using equation (2.11) with inreasing of  at a speied rate. For ourtransformation example from digitigrade loomotion to step limbing, with P1 =(0; 0)T , P2 = (32:436; 4:632)T , and inrements of 1100 for , we get A = 5:48 rad[Fig. 2.4(right-top)℄.2. Repeat step 1 for pattern B. In our example, B = 1:27 rad [Fig. 2.4(right-top)℄.3. Dene the transformation time values. The transformation starts at time t = toand nalizes at time t = tf . Transformation time t = tf   to. For the ase study,t = 2 with to = 1 and tf = 3 [Fig. 2.4(right-bottom)℄.4. From patterns A and B, determine the link dimensions that have to be hangedfrom a lo value at time t = to (pattern A) to a lf value at time t = tf (pattern B).That is, in the ase of our example:Link lo lfdimensiond5;7 28:7208 (+20%) 23:9340 (0%)d3;6 38:3220 (0%) 44:4535 (+16%)5. Start the transformation, t = to. Set the input angle  = A and determine theurrent loation of the foot, say P8, from the values ompute in step 1.6. For eah of the link dimensions determined in step 4, ompute l = lf lot (t  to)+ lo,where l is the urrent length of the orresponding variable link. Now, ompute33
 = B At (t  to) + A, where  is the urrent value of the input angle.7. From the xed link dimensions, the orresponding l values of the variable links, theinput angle , and the urrent loations of the grounded revolute joint enters P1and P2, ompute the new foot loation, say P8n, using equation (2.11).8. Compute the oset y = P8ny   P8y and set P8 = P8n.9. Update the vertial position of the grounded revolute joint enters P1 and P2 bysubtrating y from both ordinates. For the ase study, the evolution of P1y fromt = to to t = tf is depited in Fig. 2.4(right-bottom).10. Inrease time t at a speied rate Æt, that is, t = t + Æt. In our example, Æt = 1100 .11. Repeat steps 6 to 9 until t = tf .This proedure is summarized in the owhart presented in Fig. 2.5. Fig. 2.4(left) showssome steps of a simulation of the leg transformation from digitigrade loomotion (d5;7 :+20%) to step limbing (d3;6 : +16%). The binary links of variable dimension and thevertial movement of the grounded revolute joint enters are highlighted in yan and lightgreen.2.5 Implementation of a reongurable Jansen legFigure 2.6(enter) presents the omplete CAD design of a fully-funtional reongurableJansen leg with four atuators suitable for the transformation proedure disussed insetion 2.4. In this design we onsider transformations of patterns by hanging the lengthsof single links |i.e., link ombinations presented in olumn \single link" of Table 2.1.Note that for suh transformations only four length variables are needed, namely, d1;2,d3;6, d5;7, and d7;8. In this design, the extendable links, that an be modeled as a revolute-prismati-revolute kinemati hain with an atuated slider joint, orrespond to linearatuators utilizing ball srew with two hinge holes at its ends. The base link is designedto allow the up and down movement of the reongurable Jansen leg as required by thetransformation proedure. Next, suh oneptions are detailed.34
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Fig. { 2.5 Flowhart of the proposed method for leg transformation (see text for de-tails).
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Fig. { 2.6 A fully-funtional reongurable Jansen leg with four linear atuators suit-able for the transformation proedure presented in setion 2.4 (link ombi-nations presented in olumn \single link" of Table 2.1) (enter). Zoomedareas present the base system (enter-right) and links of variable dimension|extendable links (enter-left). Details of these designs an be observed inthe orresponding exploded views |base system (bottom) and extendablelinks (top).
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2.5.1 Extendable linksFrom Table 2.1, it is known that the binary links assoiated to the length variablesd1;2, d3;6, d5;7 and d7;8 have to be hanged from standard size (0%) to -20%, +16%,and +20% for obtaining the multiple gait patterns: plantigrade loomotion, digitigradeloomotion, obstale avoidane, jam avoidane, step limbing, and drilling motion. Thelinear atuator for these extendable links an be designed to uniquely satisfy these speirequirements |i.e., a linear atuator with a disrete number of positions, but, thinking infuture works where other modiations may be neessary, a solution with a ontinuous setof positions is preferred. Moreover, the proposed design should be able to hange the linkdimension without run o the edge where the two revolute joint enters are loated (thehinge holes) beause it might generate undesirable ontats between other links in thelinkage as it ould happen if, for example, the module for reonguration by realloationof joint positions in pin-jointed planar linkages suggested in [76℄ is used.Details of the extendable links designed to satisfy the desribed onditions an beobserved in the exploded view presented in Fig. 2.6(top). The proposed design is basedon a ball srew with a motor properly installed in parallel utilizing gears. Sine ball srewstend to bak drive beause of their low frition, for simpliity, we opted to use motors ofhigh torque and low speed instead of implementing a brake in the system in order to holdthe link dimensions. A prototype of this design using a DC motor (SPG30E-300K, ratedtorque: 1176 N.mm, rated speed: 12 RPM) and aluminum is shown in Fig. 2.7(left).It an be veried through simulation that the highest bak-drive torques |i.e torquerequired to support a load in position in a srew| during loomotion are lower than15.92 N.mm ( 1176 N.mm). As an alternative, motors with a low/high relationshipbetween torque and speed an be used to improve the eÆieny of the system, but in thisase the extendable link design should inlude a non-bakdrivable mehanism for avoidingundesired hanges in the link dimensions during normal operation.2.5.2 Base systemIn order to realize the transformation proess without oor ontats as disussed insetion 2.4, the reongurable Jansen leg has to be moved up and down. The easiestway to solve this is to install a linear atuator in the base link, taking into aount that37
Fig. { 2.7 Prototypes of the base system (right) and extendable links (left).suh base system must support the moment of the whole mehanism. Observe that if themoment is applied diretly to the linear atuator, its motion ould be aeted and, in theworst ase, the system ould break. To avoid this, two straight guides are designed tosupport the base link and its up-and-down movement. The base link, and in onsequenethe reongurable Jansen leg, are xed to the guides by four points, two in eah guide,whih are onneted to the linear atuator.Details of the base system design an be observed in the exploded view presented inFig. 2.6(bottom). A prototype of this design is shown in Fig. 2.7, in whih a DC motor(RG50M775245000-120K, rated torque: 4.9 N.m, rated speed: 30 RPM) was installed fordriving the reongurable linkage. Sine it has been shown that a torque of 1 N.m isneessary to drive the Jansen leg at a onstant speed [81℄; the seleted motor has a safetyfator of 4.9, a value high enough to resist variations in the torque requirement resultingfrom, for instane, errors in the parameters.The base system and extendable links are the prinipal omponents of the proposeddesign of a reongurable Jansen leg. Figure 1.4 presents a working prototype of thismehanism. This implementation uses aryli for the links of xed dimension and hasbeen arried out in the SUTD Fabriation Lab using a minimum amount of o-the-shelf parts. In next setion some experimental results obtained with this prototype aredisussed. 38

















































































































































































t [s]Mean squared error: 0.49 m/s Mean squared error: 0.37 m/sStep limbing Drilling motionFig. { 2.9 Comparison between the simulated speed at the foot point (in blak) |i.e.,magnitude (Eulidean norm) of equation (2.14)| and the average experi-mental speed (in red) omputed from the average experimental trajetory(Fig. 2.8) for the gait patterns plantigrade loomotion (standard trajetoryof a Jansen leg), digitigrade loomotion, obstale avoidane, step limbing,and drilling motion.link (orresponding to the line segment P2P3 in Fig. 2.1) and the base link (line segmentP1P2) is 3.1 rad, the distane between the revolute joint enters P1 and P7 is 2.07 m,a value that exeeds the minimum able to be reprodued with the urrent implementa-tion (6.32 m). Future developments of the reongurable Jansen leg will resolve thislimitation by thinning the struture surrounding the link pin holes.Table 2.2 shows the error and perent error of omparing the width and height of theaverage experimental trajetory with those of the simulated trajetory, for eah of thegait patterns presented in Fig. 2.8. A perent error of less than 22 % is obtained forall ases but the step limbing pattern. The origin of suh errors is prinipally due tothe non-onformity of link lengths and the presene of joint learanes in the prototype.Both error soures are almost inherent to the fabriation of mehanial designs and arethe typial elements that aet the performane of linkages and mehanisms [82℄. Thebig error in the step limbing pattern, 40.01 % in height, is given by the greater momentgenerated by the mehanism. It an be easily shown by simulation that the farthest enterof mass point, respet to the base link, is ahieved in suh pattern, as a onsequene, thejoint learane (baklash eet) aets more this pattern than the others. Table 2.241
Fig. { 2.10 Experimental transformation proess from plantigrade loomotion to steplimbing (d5;7 : +20%). Top: Snapshots of the experiment. A greenmarker, irled by a red line, loated in the foot point is traked. The greenand red trajetories represent the plantigrade loomotion pattern and thestep limbing pattern, respetively. The white line represents an estimatedground, it is omputed beause the prototype is tilted due to an inlina-tion in the base system. The small red irle represents the origin of thereferene frame. Bottom-left: Zoomed view of the traked trajetories.Bottom-right: Rotated experimental leg trajetories in whih the groundline is parallel to the x-axis of the referene frame. The resulting urveduring the transformation proess is shown in blue.also presents the standard deviation of the experimental leg trajetories for eah of theevaluated patterns; in all ases these values are small, showing the good repeatability ofthe developed prototype.The above experimental validation is ompleted by the results presented in Fig. 2.9,in whih a omparison between the simulated speed at the foot point, magnitude ofthe veloity vetor of equation (2.14), and the average experimental speed, omputedfrom the average experimental trajetory |Fig. 2.8, is presented for the gait patternsplantigrade loomotion, digitigrade loomotion, obstale avoidane, step limbing, anddrilling motion. For all these ases, the obtained results and orresponding mean squared42
errors prove the adequate generation of gait patterns of the reongurable Jansen legprototype.2.6.2 Leg transformationThe seond experiment onsisted in verifying the transformation proess presented insetion 2.4. To this end, the transformation from plantigrade loomotion to step limbingwas tested. In this experiment, the start time of transformation was set to to = 3:0 s witha transformation time of t = 180 s. Figure 2.10 shows some snapshots of the experiment,highlighting the orresponding leg trajetories during the proess. The results verify thatthe transformation is arried out without undesired oor ontats.2.7 ConlusionsAn original design approah has been presented in this hapter to ahieve adaptivegait patterns in legged robots for whih Theo Jansen linkage forms the ore. This onedegree-of-freedom linkage, that is very eÆient and widely adopted in walking platforms,has been modied to produe a wide variety of gait yles using the reongurationpriniple of variable alloation of joint positions. We have disussed novel approahesto address the position analysis problem and to haraterize leg transformation in thisreongurable design. Five gait patterns of interest have been identied, analyzed anddisussed in relation to potential future appliations. These exemplary gait variationsonsiderably extend the apabilities of the original design not only to produe novel gaitpatterns but also to realize behaviors beyond loomotion. A fully-funtional design hasbeen presented, whih enables all single-link transformations, and experimental resultswith a working prototype have been reported.A four-legged robot is urrently being assembled with reongurable Jansen legs basedon the design herein presented. The objetive with this robot is to test dierent reong-uration senarios and ontrol strategies for limb speialization and graeful degradation.Our long-term aim is to develop systemati methods to design reongurable robots a-pable of transforming in response to needs assoiated with environment, task, or failures.
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3 . Speed Control of Jansen LinkageMehanism for Exquisite Tasks
The reongurable Jansen linkage mehanism has the gait pattern for the planeas well as variety of gait patterns through hanging its link length, and is apable ofahieving required tasks in response to various environments. We have explored theeetive gait patterns for some tasks by utilizing the forward kinematis of the Jansenlinkage mehanism, and demonstrated its repeatability and possibility via the experimentswith the real prototype. This hapter reports a toe speed ontrol to ahieve more omplextasks with the Jansen linkage mehanism. In order to ahieve more omplex tasks, deliateontrol of the toe is required. Sine the Jansen linkage mehanism is one of the losed looplinkage mehanism, the trajetory of the toe is dened uniquely depending on ombinationof the link length. Hene, by ontrolling the toe speed, the loomotion of the toe an beontrolled arbitrarily in response to intended purposes of its gait pattern. In this hapter,as representative example of the speed ontrol, the angle trajetory apable of realizingthe onstant speed ontrol of the toe is derived, and it is veried that the onstantspeed ontrol of the toe an be realized by utilizing the derived angle trajetory throughnumerial simulation.3.1 Trajetory Design for Constant Speed Control ofToesThis setion designs the trajetory for the onstant speed ontrol of the toe based on theforward kinematis of the Jansen linkage mehanism. From (2.11), by solving Bilateration
44

























































































Fig. { 3.4 The trajetory of the norm of the veloity vetor of the toe.3.3 Appliation of Proposed MethodWe have so far showed that the onstant speed ontrol of the toe an be realized byproposed method. This setion applies the proposed method, and the angle trajetoryapable of the speed ontrol of the toe in horizontal diretion is derived. For example, amulti-legged robot requires to ontrol the relationship between COG and the toe positionappropriately to maintain stability. However, it is diÆult for a multi-legged robot withthe Jansen linkage mehanisms to ontrol onsidering the stability due to its omplexity.Sine the feed speeds of the toes an be ontrolled by this appliation method, the ontrolonsidering the stability an be realized.Let the target veloity of the toe in the horizontal diretion is rx. Then, we obtainunknown target veloity in the vertial diretion ry beause the veloity of a losed linkagemehanism is determined uniquely. Moreover, sine it is diÆult to obtain ry withoutsolving the forward kinematis, ry should be handled as unknown parameter. Thus, sineit is diÆult to obtain the norm of the target veloity in this situation, (3.5) annot besolved. In the appliation method, (3.2) is foused. In equation, we deneZ1;2;8()p1;2 := 24pxpy35 ;and obtain as follows: 24rxry35 = 24pxpy35 _: (3.6)47
From (3.6), sine rx = px _;the target driving link angle an be obtained as follows: = Z rxpxdt: (3.7)By utilizing (3.7), in the ase of the multi-legged robot as an example, sine the veloityof the all supporting legs an be ontrolled arbitrarily, the walking ontrol onsidering thestability of the robot an be realized.3.4 ConlusionThis hapter has reported the toe speed ontrol to ahieve more omplex tasks withthe Jansen linkage mehanism. It has been proven that the norm of the toe speed bearsa proportionate relationship to the angular veloity of the driving link. And, the angletrajetory of the driving link apable of the onstant speed ontrol of the toe of theJansen linkage mehanism is generated by utilizing the relationship. In addition, it hasbeen veried that the onstant speed ontrol of the toe an be realized by utilizing thederived angle trajetory through numerial simulation.The angle trajetory apable of the speed ontrol of the toe in horizontal diretionhas been derived as an appliation of the proposed method. By utilizing the appliationmethod, in the ase of the multi-legged robot as an example, sine the veloity of the allsupporting legs an be ontrolled arbitrarily, the walking ontrol onsidering the stabilityof the robot an be realized.
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4 . An Approah to Gait Synhronizationand Transition for Reongurable WalkingPlatforms
Legged robots based on one degree-of-freedom reongurable planar leg mehanisms,that are apable of generating multiple useful gaits, are highly desired due to the possibilityof handling environments and tasks of high omplexity while maintaining simple ontrolshemes. An essential onsideration in these reongurable legged robots is to attainstability in motion, at rest as well as while transforming from one onguration to anotherwith the minimum number of legs as long as the full range of their walking patterns,resulting from the dierent gait yles of their legs, is ahieved. To this end, in thishapter, we present a method for the generation of input joint trajetories to properlysynhronize the movement of quadruped robots with reongurable legs. The approah isexemplied in a four-legged robot with reongurable Jansen legs apable of generating upto six useful dierent gait yles. The proposed tehnique is validated through simulatedresults that show the platform’s stability aross its six feasible walking patterns andduring gait transition phases, thus onsiderably extending the apabilities of the non-reongurable design.4.1 Speiation of the Reongurable Jansen Plat-formIn this setion, speiations of a developed reongurable Jansen legged robot aredisussed. This reongurable walking platform is used herein as ase study for thegeneration of input joint trajetories to synhronize multiple reongurable one-degree-49





















-50 -40 -30 -20 -10  0  10  20It is interesting to notethat the standard foot tra-jetory of a Jansen leg re-sembles to the plantigradeloomotion of some terres-trial animals. In fat, thistrajetory is quite similarto those of the ankles ofrats [74℄.























-10 -5  0  5  10  15  20  25  30  35This type of trajetory is ofinterest beause faing thesoil with an ar shape, al-lows to look for a suitablesupport point at the sametime. This gamma-like patternis appropriate for limbingsteps.
This urve is of interest be-ause its needle-like shapean be used for drilling a-tivities.
An essential onsideration in most legged platforms that determines the required num-ber of legs is the ability to attain stability both in motion and rest. Previous works relatedto legged platforms based on standard non-reongurable Jansen legs have overome the50





































GallopFig. { 4.1 Walking patterns in quadruped robots4.2 Design of The Trajetory GeneratorA fth degree polynomial interpolation generates a smooth trajetory from a startingpoint of a gait to an ending point as the speed and the aeleration are represented asfourth and third degrees respetively. Sine, all trajetory parameters (position, speedand aeleration) in this approah are represented as a ontinuous funtion, load foresto the atuators an be dereased. Given these advantages, we use this tehnique for ourgeneration of trajetories, an approah that has been suessfully used previously in theommunity [87℄ [88℄ [89℄.The trajetories of position r(t), speed _r(t) and aeleration r(t) in terms of time t aredened as follows r(t) =a5t5 + a4t4 + a3t3 + a2t2 + a1t + a0; (4.1)_r(t) =5a5t4 + 4a4t3 + 3a3t2 + 2a2t+ a1; (4.2)r(t) =20a5t3 + 12a4t2 + 6a3t + 2a2; (4.3)where ai(i = 0;    ; 5) represents oeÆients and these are derived from initial statesand nal states of a given gait. The initial and the nal states are dened as xs and xf52
respetively, and it is assumed that the states are transformed in time 0  T (onstant)[s℄. Using equations (4.1)-(4.3), the initial states at the starting time, a0, a1 and a2 arederived as follows r(0) = a0 = xs; (4.4)_r(0) = a1 = _xs; (4.5)r(0) = 2a2 = xs: (4.6)Also, from the relation of the nal states at the ending time, we haver(T ) =a5T 5+ a4T 4+ a3T 3+ a2T 2+ a1T+ a0= xf ; (4.7)_r(T ) =5a5T 4 + 4a4T 3 + 3a3T 2 + 2a2T + a1 = _xf ; (4.8)r(T ) =20a5T 3 + 12a4T 2 + 6a3T + 2a2 = xf : (4.9)By representing equations (4.7)-(4.9) as a matrix form, a3, a4 and a5 are derived as follows26664a5a4a3
37775 = A 1 26664xf   xs   _xsT   xs2 T 2_xf   _xs   xsTxf   xs
37775 ; (4.10)where A = 26664 T 5 T 4 T 35T 4 4T 3 3T 220T 3 12T 2 6T 37775 :Our strategy for synhronization is designed based on the trajetory generator presentedin this setion. As the fth degree polynomial interpolation an be alulated uniquelydepending upon the initial onditions xs, the nal onditions xf and the transformationtime T , the synhronization strategy is therefore designed by dening these states.
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Fig. { 4.2 The swithing angles of support leg and idling leg. The red and green urvesrepresent the setions of the support leg and idling leg, respetively.Table { 4.2 The swithing angles of support leg and idling legDefault Digitigrade Obstale Jam Step Drillingurve loomotion avoidane avoidane limbing motionA [rad℄ 1.05 1.09 0.91 0.88 1.24 3.00B [rad℄ 5.55 4.97 0.04+2 5.70 5.05-2 4.89-24.3 SynhronizationA leg synhronization strategy for realizing a set of stable walking gaits in reongurablequadruped Jansen platform is proposed. Several loomotion patterns are available fromthe literature for the ase of a general quadruped robot as shown in Fig. 4.1 (adaptedfrom [90℄). Partiularly, in this work, we fous on the synhronization strategy for the\walk" pattern. The other three patterns, that involve situations wherein only two legsontat the ground surfae, are left for future work.From Fig. 4.1, it an observed that in walk there is a swith of the idling leg with phaseof 90 degrees, and the swithing sequene of the idling leg is \Left-Fore"! \Right-Bak"! \Right-Fore" ! \Left-Bak" ! \Left-Fore" !, and so on. It ould be onluded aswell that the state sequenes for the walk pattern has a onstant phase, if the idling leg isassumed as a state. We use the trajetory generator introdued in setion 4.2 to produe54

























Fig. { 4.3 The simulation result of the synhronization for the stable walking (left).Red leg : Left-Fore leg. Green leg : Left-Bak. Blue leg : Right-Fore.Purple leg : Right-Bak. The generated trajetories for the driving link(right-top). The gait pattern of \Obstale avoidane" (right-bottom).is very dierent from walking, as it is the ase in the other gait yles. The initial statesof eah PHASE are presented in Table 4.3 and the nal states of eah PHASE are theinitial states of next PHASE. By utilizing these initial and nal states and the trajetorygenerator designed in setion 4.2, the stable walking for the obstale avoidane gait anbe realized as shown in Figure 4.3.The proposed trajetory generator is useful in realizing a set of stable walking gaitsahieved through synhronization of leg movements.4.4 Stati Stability Analysis of the Realized GaitsThis setion presents the results of the stati stability analysis for the intermediaryphases of the walking gaits onsidered in this study. Relation between the support legsand enter of gravity (COG) of the robot are presented in Table 4.4 where blak pointsrepresents the COG of the robot, and red points, blue points, green points and purplepoints represents the ontat point of the support legs, and the gray line represents thestati stability zone.These stati stability results show the proposed approah generates walking gaits whose56
Table { 4.4 Results of the stati stability analysis of the synhronizationPHASE 1 PHASE 2 PHASE 3 PHASE 4
Defaulturve -0.25-0.2-0.15-0.1-0.05 0 0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2
 0.25





















































Digitigradeloomotion-0.25-0.2-0.15-0.1-0.05 0 0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2
 0.25





















































Obstaleavoidane-0.25-0.2-0.15-0.1-0.05 0 0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2
 0.25





















































Jamavoidane-0.25-0.2-0.15-0.1-0.05 0 0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2
 0.25





















































Steplimbing-0.25-0.2-0.15-0.1-0.05 0 0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2
 0.25





















































Drillingmotion -0.25-0.2-0.15-0.1-0.05 0 0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2
 0.25




















































Right Backonstituent phases possess stati stability |observed by the existene of enter of gravitywithin the stati stability zone. However, low stability margins are witnessed in Table 4.4when omputed by known evaluation methods [91{93℄. This results from the fat thatthe idling leg moves on a spei plane, and movements outside it annot be physiallyahieved or ontrolled. Several solutions an be identied in order to improve suh marginswhile maintaining the simpliity of ontrol, for example, adding a horizontal movingweight in the body that moves away from the idling leg. In any ase, this is an aspet57
that deserves further researh.4.5 Charaterization of Gait TransitionWe have so far disussed leg synhronization problem assoiated with gait generationand stability analysis for a set of synthesized walking gaits in a reongurable Jansenplatform. Another key hallenge in suh shaping shifting robots is to realize a stablegait transition. Two approahes have been put forward in the literature, [94℄ proposesa strategy that involves gait transition at rest (Stati gait transition) and [95℄ studiesgait transition while in motion (Dynami gait transition). The stati gait transition hasobvious advantages allowing swithing of gaits within a restrited spae as well as inreasedstability due to the robot platform being at rest. On the other hand, the dynami gaittransition allows for a seamless swithing of gaits as the proess happens in motion withoutany disruption. In this hapter, we presents our experiments utilising both the stati anddynami approahes to gait transition. Both the approahes are ompatible with theproposed trajetory generator where the transition of gaits is ahieved by substitutingthe initial and nal states together with the link dimension and angle of the driving linkinto the trajetory generator as disussed in Setion 4. These set of assoiated variablesare then dened namely,  represents the angle of the driving link, l represents the lengthof the variable link (for example, it is P1P2 and P7P8 in the ase of transitioning from\Obstale avoidane" into \Jam avoidane", see details in [18℄), and y represents theheight of whole leg. In addition, a prime added 0 to these variables represents the stateafter transition.4.5.1 Gait Transition I -Stati gait transition-In this method, the robot hanges gait while at rest involving transitioning of all legs atthe same time while in ontat with the ground. Suh an approah where the initial stateof gait transition orresponds to the resting PHASE is set to ensure inreased stability. Ingeneral, a gait transition in this ase would start with bringing the robot platform to restat the initial state of either one of the PHASE, realize gait transition and restart motionupon ompletion of the strutural hanges needed for the gait transition.58










































Right-BackFig. { 4.4 The transformation from \Obstale avoidane" to \Jam avoidane" by StatiTransformation. Top: Some steps of the transformation. The binary linksof variable dimension are highlighted in orange-red and dark-blue. Bottom:The generated trajetories for the driving link.59
synhronisation of legs for stable gait transition. Sine it is assumed that the robot is atrest at the initial and nal states, their veloity omponents are dened as _ = 0, _0 = 0,_l = 0, _l0 = 0. Figure 4.4 presents the gait transition from \Obstale avoidane" into \Jamavoidane" at rest as an example. The binary links of variable dimension are highlightedin orange-red and dark-blue in the presented gure.4.5.2 Gait Transition II -Dynami gait transition-In this method, the gait transition ours while in motion and speially during walkingin this ase. The proposed trajetory generator as disussed in the previous setionsis utilised to ahieve synhronisation of the legs needs for stable gait transition. Gaittransition in this ase may involve legs in dierent ongurations leading to large heightdierene between the supporting legs irrespetive of having a same height of A and B setduring the synhronisation phase. Other negative impliations ould involve supportinglegs not oming in ontat with the ground or idling leg oming in ontat with the ground.To avoid these pitfalls, the height of the leg after transition is set to the same height ofA that exists before gait transition. In our previous study [18℄, the height of eah legin spei onguration was dependent diretly on the angle of the driving link and thelink dimensions while the gait transition always ourred at the lowest point of that gaitpattern. On the other hand, in this study, the height of eah leg in spei ongurationis also adapted utilizing the designed trajetory generator as the gait transition ours inthe idling phase while the leg is not in ontat with the ground.The initial and nal states of the idling leg is shown in Table 4.5, where f(; l) representsP1P8 for the angle of the driving link  and the link dimensions l. And, the ones for thesupporting legs are shown in Table 4.3, where the parameters of a transformed gait isused for the legs upon transition. Figure 4.5 presents the dynami gait transition from\Obstale avoidane" to \Jam avoidane" as an example. The binary links of variabledimension and the vertial movement of the grounded revolute joint enters are highlightedin orange-red, dark-blue, and light-green in the presented Figure.
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Fig. { 4.5 The transformation form \Obstale avoidane" to \Jam avoidane" by Trans-formation in Walking. Left: Some steps of the transformation. The bi-nary links of variable dimension are highlighted in orange-red and dark-blue. Right-Top: The generated trajetories for the driving link. Right-Bottom: The foot trajetory of leg \Left-Fore". The green and red linerepresents the trajetory of the idling leg and the support leg, respetively.The blue line represents the foot trajetory under the transformation.4.6 Stability Analysis of Gait TransitionThis Setion presents the stati stability analysis for all gait transitions synthesizedwith our reongurable Jansen platform. Firstly, we will disuss the stability analysis of61





















































(a) (b)Fig. { 4.7 The positional relationship between a line on the 2 legs in opposing ornerand the COG whih is relevant to the stati stability. If the COG exists inside of the support leg than the line, the robot is stati stable.
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PHASE 4Fig. { 4.8 The variety of ombination of the gait pattern. \A" within irle and \B"within square represents a gait pattern A and a gait pattern B, respetively.63
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stati stability while gait transition in motion with respet to PHASE 3. Thus, the statistability of the dynami gait transition an be ahieved by realizing stati stability of therealized gaits and the stability in PHASE 1-4 of the gait transition.4.7 ConlusionAn original design approah has been presented in this hapter towards developmentof a trajetory generator that realizes a set of stable walking gaits and gait transitionfor a reongurable Jansen platform. We have disussed a novel strategy to address theleg synhronization problem in this reongurable design and gait transition. Stabilityanalysis is presented for prospetive six gait patterns generated and all gait transitionsby the reongurable platform and results disussed in view of validating the proposedapproah. The ability to adapt to situations and produe appropriate stable gaits andswith between gaits would extend the apabilities of the robot beyond their intendedappliation. A four-legged robot is urrently being onstruted to validate the robustnessof the produed gaits and ontrol approahes for real world deployments.
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5 . Dynami Modeling and NonlinearPosition Control of a Quadruped Robotwith Theo Jansen Linkage Mehanisms
The Theo Jansen mehanism is gaining widespread popularity among the leggedrobotis ommunity due to its salable design, energy eÆieny, low payload-to-mahine-load ratio, bio-inspired loomotion, and deterministi foot trajetory. In this hapter,we perform dynami modeling and analysis on a four-legged robot omposed of the TheoJansen mehanisms whih is never done in the literature. The projetion method is appliedto derive the dynami model beause of its powerfulness in modeling suh ompliatedsystem. Then a position ontrol strategy is proposed based on energy ontrol. Finally,numerial simulations validate the eÆay of the designed ontroller.5.1 Free-Fall ModelThe shemati diagram of the quadruped robot is shown in Fig. 5.1. This quadrupedrobot is omposed of four Jansen linkage mehanisms and ve gears whih is driven byonly one input to the bright yellow gear. The olors of red, blue, green, and purplerepresent legs of Left-Fore, Right-Fore, Left-Bak, and Right-Bak respetively. As amatter of pratial onveniene, we dene i = r; l and j = f; b in this hapter unlessotherwise noted where r; l; f , and b represent the right leg, left leg, fore leg, and bak leg,respetively. The robot ontats with the ground on only toes, and x axis represents theground. Beause the four legs are the same Jansen linkage mehanisms, the free-fallingmodel of the whole robot is derived by establishing the dynami models of the singleJansen linkage and the gear system independently and then integrating the two models.66
Fig. { 5.1 Shemati diagram of the quadruped robot omposed of four Jansen linkagemehanisms and ve gears whih is driven by only one input to the brightyellow gear. The red, sky blue, green, and purple represent Left-Fore, Right-Fore, Left-Bak, and Right-Bak respetively.5.1.1 Dynami Model of Jansen Linkage MehanismThe shemati diagram and the oordinate system of a single Jansen linkage mehanismare illustrated in Fig. 5.2. The physial parameters of the Jansen linkage mehanismsare tabulated in Table 5.1. The lengths of links adopted for the design in this study arelisted in Table 5.3 [18℄. It is assumed that the gravity enter of every link loates on theenter of the speied link, and the gravity enter of eah triangle loate on vertex of threemedian lines. The angle between the gravity enter and the orners of the triangle, andthe length from the gravity enter to the orners of the triangle are alulated utilizing67


















































Fig. { 5.2 Shemati diagram of the Theo Jansen linkage mehanism with all param-eters dened. The solid lines lij1; lij2; lij3; lij5; lij6; lij7 are the links; the twoblue triangular parts are treated as the mass omponents; the dashed linesonnet the gravity enter of the mass and the orners of the triangle parts.
Table { 5.1 Physial parameters of the Theo Jansen linkage mehanism. (;  =1;    ; 8)Parameter Notation ValueInertia moment [kgm2℄ Jij 0:01Mass [kg℄ mij 0:1Visous frition oeÆient [Nms/rad℄ Cij 0:01Height of link-1 [m℄ h0 0.02316Length of link [m℄ L1; ;12Length from extermity to gravity enter [m℄ dijLength from gravity enter to end [m℄ lijLength from gravity enter to orner of triangle [m℄ dijf4;8glijf4;8ghijf4;8gCentral angle of triangle [m℄ ijf4;8gijf4;8gijf4;8gTo onstrut the onstraint-free dynami model based on Fig. 5.2, rst of all, the68
Table { 5.2 Kinemati parameters of the Theo Jansen linkage mehanismParameter Valuedij4 0.0606657 mlij4 0.0844427 mhij4 0.0882124 mdij8 0.0739384 mlij8 0.102658 mhij8 0.126316 mij4 1.87097 radij4 2.4248 radij4 1.98742 radij8 1.57408 radij8 2.51629 radij8 2.19281 radTable { 5.3 The lengths of links adopted for the Theo Jansen linkage mehanism of thisstudy Link Value (m)L1 0.16218L2 0.05417L3 0.174425L4 0.117645L5 0.12567L6 0.11754L7 0.12671L8 0.17974L9 0.19161L10 0.16169L11 0.11967L12 0.217995generalized oordinate of this system is dened asxpij = hij1 xij1 yij1    ij8 xij8 yij8iT ; (5.1)where ijk(k = 1;    ; 8) represents the absolute angle of eah link, and (xijk; yijk)(k =1;    ; 8) represents the absolute oordinate of eah link. The translational and rotationalmotions of eah onstraint-free objet that forms the robot are expressed in the vetorform with the generalized oordinate (5.1) as presented below,M ij xpij = hij; (5.2)69
where the generalized mass matrixM ij and the generalized fore matrix hij are denedas M ij=diag(Jij1; mij1; mij1;    ; Jij8; mij8; mij8);
hij=
26666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666664
Cij12 _ij12 + Cij14 _ij140 mij1g Cij12 _ij12 +Cij23 _ij230 mij2g Cij23 _ij23 +Cij34 _ij34 +Cij36 _ij360 mij3g Cij14 _ij14 Cij34 _ij34+Cij45 _ij45+Cij47 _ij470 mij4g Cij45 _ij45 +Cij56 _ij56 +Cij58 _ij580 mij5g Cij36 _ij36  Cij56 _ij56 +Cij68 _ij680 mij6g Cij47 _ij47 +Cij78 _ij780 mij7g Cij68 _ij68  Cij78 _ij780 mij8g
37777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777775
;
where _ij = _ij   _ij; (;  = 1;    ; 8).In the next step, the onstraint matrix Cij whih holds Cij _xpij = 0 is derived fromonstraint onditions. The oordinates of the gravity enter and the length of eah linksatisfy a ertain relationship geometrially. By taking into aount these geometri rela-
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tionships, the holonomi onstraints are formulated as follows:
hij=
266666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666664
xij2   xij1   lij1 os ij1   dij2 os ij2yij2   yij1   lij1 sin ij1   dij2 sin ij2xij3   xij2   lij2 os ij2   dij3 os ij3yij3   yij2   lij2 sin ij2   dij3 sin ij3xij4 xij3 lij3 os ij3 lij4 os(ij4+ij4)yij4 yij3 lij3 sin ij3 lij4 sin(ij4+ij4)xij4   xij1 + dij1 os ij1   dij4 os ij4yij4   yij1 + dij1 sin ij1   dij4 sin ij4xij5   xij1 + dij1 os ij1   dij5 os ij5yij5   yij1 + dij1 sin ij1   dij5 sin ij5xij6   xij5   lij5 os ij5 + lij6 os ij6yij6   yij5   lij5 sin ij5 + lij6 sin ij6xij6   xij2   lij2 os ij2   dij6 os ij6yij6   yij2   lij2 sin ij2   dij6 sin ij6xij7 xij4+hij4 os(ij4 ij4) dij7 os ij7yij7 yij4+hij4 sin(ij4 ij4) dij7 sin ij7xij8   xij5   lij5 os ij5 + dij8 os ij8yij8   yij5   lij5 sin ij5 + dij8 sin ij8xij8 xij7 lij7 os ij7+lij8 os(ij8+ij8)yij8 yij7 lij7 sin ij7+lij8 sin(ij8+ij8)
377777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777775
=0:
Then the onstraint matrix is dened asCij := hijxpij : (5.3)The onstraint dynamial system an thus be formulated by adding the onstraint term(5.3) with Lagrange's multipliers ij to (5.2) asM ij xpij = hij +CTijij: (5.4)Moreover, the degrees of freedom of the unonstraint system is found to be 24 from(5.1). The degrees of freedom should be onstrained by 20 holonomi onstraints in thissystem. Therefore, the degrees of freedom of the onstrained dynamial system (5.4) is 4.
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The tangent speed of the onstrained system is denoted as,_qij = h _ij1 _xij1 _yij1 _ij2iT :Setting a partition symbolially as v = h _qTij vTDijiT where vDij shows dependent ve-loities with respet to _qij. Cij is deomposed into Cij = hCij1 Cij2i satisfyingCij _xpij = Cij1 _qij +Cij2vDij. Dij is the orthogonal omplement matrix to Cij satisfy-ing CijDij = 0, _xpij =Dij _qij, andDij = 24 I44 C 1ij2Cij135 ;where I44 represents the identity matrix I 2 R44.Finally, multiplying (5.4) by DTij from the left side and substituting the oordinatetransformation _xpij = Dij _qij into (5.4) an eliminate the onstraint term with ij, andthe dynami model of the Jansen Linkage Mehanism isDTijM ijDijqij +DTijM ij _Dij _qij = DTijhij: (5.5)5.1.2 Dynami Model of Gear SystemAfter the establishment of the dynami model of the Jansen Linkage Mehanism, thedynami model of the gear system [86℄ is derived following the same steps as Setion5.1.1. Table 5.4 gives the notations and values of the physial parameters of the gearsystem. Fig. 5.3 illustrates the shemati diagram and oordinate system of the gearsystem onsisting of six gears where the subsripts  and m represent the frame of thegears and the driving gears inluding, respetively. The two driving gears are driven byan atuator and rotate synhronously. Meanwhile, the four driven gears are driven bythe two driving gears. The frame is used to x all the gears. All gears are non-irulargears [96{98℄ whih vary their gear ratios during rotation, but the driven gears rotate onerevolution with respet to one revolution of the driving gear. In addition, the gear ratioof eah gear varies depending on the angle between the driving gear and the gear frame.
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  + Cm( _   _m) + Cij( _   _ij)0 mg  Cm( _   _m)0 mmg Crf ( _   _rf )0 mrfg Crb( _   _rb)0 mrbg Clf ( _   _lf )0 mlfg Clb( _   _lb)0 mlbg
377777777777777777777777777777777777777777775
;
with  representing the input torque.The oordinates of the gravity enter and the length of eah link are orrelated geomet-rially. And the rotation angles and radius of gears also onform to some relationship.Based on these relationships, the holonomi onstraints are formulated as follows: For thegravity enters and gear ratio, the holonomi onstraints are formulated as follows:
hg =
26666666666666666666666666666666664
xm   x   lm sin ym   y   lm os rf + rmrfrrf m   rmrf+rrfrrf xrf   x + lrf os yrf   y + lrf sin rb + rmrbrrb m   rmrb+rrbrrb xrb   x   lrb os yrb   y   lrb sin lf + rmlfrlf m   rmlf+rlfrlf xlf   x + llf os ylf   y + llf sin lb + rmlbrlb m   rmlb+rlbrlb xlb   x   llb os ylb   y   llb sin 
37777777777777777777777777777777775
= 0:
The orresponding onstraint matrix Cg whih holds Cg _xpg = 0 is dened asCg := hgxpg : (5.8)75
Subsequently, the onstraint dynamial model an thus be obtained by adding the on-straint matrix with Lagrange's multipliers g to (5.7) asMg xpg = hg +CTgg: (5.9)The degrees of freedom of the unonstraint system are found to be 18 from (5.6) whihshould be onstrained by 14 holonomi onstraints in this system. Therefore, the degreesof freedom of the onstrained dynamial system is 4. The tangent speed of the onstrainedsystem is _qg = h _ _x _y _miT :The orthogonal omplement matrix Dg is obtained aording to the same steps as Se-tion 5.1.1. Multiplying (5.9) by DTg from the left side and substituting the oordinatetransformation _xpg =Dg _qg into (5.9) yield the dynami model of Fig. 5.3:DTgM gDgqg +DTgMg _Dg _qg = DTghg: (5.10)5.1.3 System IntegrationUp to now the dynami models of the Jansen linkage mehanisms and the gear systemhave already been established. Then the whole onstraint-free dynami model of thequadruped robot an be obtained by integrating (5.5) and (5.10):M xp =h; (5.11)where xp = hqTg qTrf qTlf qTrb qTlbiT ;M =diag(DTrfM rfDrf ;DTlfM lfDlf ;DTrbMrbDrb;DTlbM lbDlb);h =266666664D
Trfhrf  DTrfMrf _Drf _qrfDTlfhlf  DTlfM lf _Dlf _qlfDTrbhrb  DTrbMrb _Drb _qrbDTlbhlb  DTlbM lb _Dlb _qlb
377777775 :
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Again, given the holonomi onstraints of the gravity enter of eah link,
h =
26666666666666666666666666666666666666666666664
rf1      tan 1(L1=h0)xrf1   x + lrf os  + lrf1 os rf1yrf1   y + lrf sin  + lrf1 sin rf1rf2 + rmrfrrf m   rmrf+rrfrrf rb1      tan 1( L1=h0)xrb1   x   lrb os  + lrb1 os rb1yrb1   y   lrb sin  + lrb1 sin rb1rb2 + rmrbrrb m   rmrb+rrbrrb lf1      tan 1(L1=h0)xlf1   x + llf os  + llf1 os lf1ylf1   y + llf sin  + llf1 sin lf1lf2 + rmlfrlf m   rmlf+rlfrlf lb1      tan 1( L1=h0)xlb1   x   llb os  + llb1 os lb1ylb1   y   llb sin  + llb1 sin lb1lb2 + rmlbrlb m   rmlb+rlbrlb 
37777777777777777777777777777777777777777777775
= 0;
the onstraint dynamial system is thusM xp = h+CT; (5.12)where C := hxp : (5.13)From (5.11) we nd that the the degrees of freedom of the unonstraint system are 20 andonstrained by 16 holonomi onstraints. Hene, the degrees of freedom of the onstraineddynamial system is 4.Finally, by multiplying (5.12) by DT (where D is the orthogonal omplement matrix)from the left side and substituting the oordinate transformation _xp = D _q into (5.12),
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the dynami free-falling model isDTMDq +DTM _D _q =DTh; (5.14)where _q = h _ _x _y _miTis the tangent speed of the onstrained system whih is the same as that of the gearsystem.5.2 Plant ModelThe derived dynami model (5.14) is the free-falling model whih does not inludereation fore from the ground. However, suh fore exist and an not be negleted inreal situation. In this setion, the dynami model inluding the oor reation fore andthe ollision with the ground is derived by expanding the free-falling model.Our previous study has shown that the toes of the Jansen linkage mehanisms sliponsistently while walking [81℄. Hene, the further dynami model onsidering frition isderived in this setion by assuming that the oeÆient of frition is uniform.5.2.1 Contat with the GroundWe onsider the oor reation fore by expanding the onstraint matrix using the pro-jetion method [99℄. Contating the toes with the ground an be regarded as onstrainingthe toes on the ground (i.e., on the x axis). Thus, the oor reation fore is derived byinluding the onstraint when y-oordinate of the toe is less than 0 and the onstraintfore of the toes is greater than 0 (i.e., the fore is generated from the ground to therobot). Sine this onstraint an be desribed by the position onstraint whih is theholonomi onstraint, the onstraint matrix is dened as:Cp = hCTrf CTlf CTrb CTlbiT ;Cij = tijxp ; (tij  0 \ fij > 0);
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where tij = yij8 + hij8 sin(ij8   ij8), and fij represents the oor reation fore. Also,by utilizing the onstraint matrix, (5.12) is expanded asM xp = h+ 24CCp35T 24 p35 ; (5.15)whih an be projeted to the tangent speed spae using the orthogonal omplementmatrixD, and then the motion equations inluding the ontat on the oor are formulatedas DTMDq +DTM _D _q = DTh+DTCTpp: (5.16)Next, the frition fore will be inluded in the model. Some linear/non-linear fritionmodels have been already proposed in refs. [100{103℄. In this study, one of the simplestfrition models whih is omposed of only kineti and visous fritions is applied beauseit has been assumed that the oeÆient of frition is uniform. The kineti frition fore isgenerated when the toe has a speed and the visous frition fore is generated in proportionto the speed of the toe. Hene the frition model f is represented asf = hfTrfDrf fTrbDrb fTlfDlf fTlbDlbiT ; (5.17)where
f ij = 266666664 Z
211hij8 sin(ij8   ij8)(ijdsgn _ij8 + v _ij8)ijdsgn _xij8 + v _xij80
377777775 ;with kineti frition oeÆient d, visous frition oeÆient v, and zero matrix Zmn.(5.17) is projeted to the tangent speed spae utilizing the orthogonal omplement matrixand then substituted into (5.16). Finally, the motion equation of the quadruped robotwith the Jansen linkage mehanisms onsidering the frition fore is obtained:DTMDq +DTM _D _q =DTh+DTCTpp +DTF : (5.18)
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5.2.2 Collision with the GroundAs a assumption, the ollision between the ground and the toes are non-ompletely-elasti ollision. Based on the projetion method, we assume that a impulse is input atthe moment when the ollision ours, and the tangent speed after ollision an be derivedfrom the one before ollision [99, 104℄. The tangent speeds before and after ollision aredened as _q  and _q+ respetively, and their relationship an be expressed as:_q+ =H(I  M 1C 0T (C 0M 1C 0T ) 1C 0)D _q ; (5.19)where H = hI44 Z416iand C 0 represents the onstraint matrix after ollision whih is dened asC 0 = 24CCp35 :5.3 Control System DesignSo far we have the dynami model taking into aount the oor reation and fritionfores. However, the oeÆient of frition is unknown in general that it is diÆult to usethe dynami model into the ontroller. Therefore, the ontroller is designed by utilizingthe approximate model based on the approximation onditions [105℄.5.3.1 Approximate ModelFollowing two approximation onditions set based on harateristis of the model andthe mehanism, the approximate model is derived.The rst approximation ondition is the ontat with the ground by two legs onsis-tently. The model is a two-dimensional model, and the heights of the legs are not equalgenerally in dierent angles of the driving link in a omplex linkage mehanism suh asthe Jansen linkage mehanism in this ase [86, 106℄. And it is not general to ontatthe ground by three legs. Hene, the ondition of ontating the ground by two legsonsistently an be approximated. 80
The seond approximation ondition is that one leg does not slip. Suh state representsto walk with the highest eÆieny. Referring to ref. [28℄, we know that the Jansen linkagemehanism is able to walk with high eÆieny in general. Thus, this ondition an alsobe approximated.For the rst approximation ondition, ontating with the ground by two legs an beregarded as onstraining the toes on the ground (i.e., on the x axis). For the seondapproximation ondition, one leg does not slip an be regarded as that the toe does nothave the speed in x diretion. Sine these two onstraints an be desribed as the positiononstraints, they an be treated as the holonomi onstraints. The new onstraint matrixis dened as follows: Ca = hCTax CTa1 CTa2iT ;Cax = (xij8 + hij8 os(ij8   ij8))xp ;Ca1 = trjxp ; (trj  tlj);Ca2 = tljxp ; (tlj < tlj);where tij = yij8 + hij8 sin(ij8   ij8). Using this onstraint matrix, (5.12) is expanded asM xp = h+ 24 CCa35T 24 a35 ; (5.20)whih an be projeted to the tangent speed spae by using the orthogonal omplementmatrix D. Thus we have the motion equation inluding ontat fores on the plane:DTMDq +DTM _D _q = DTh+DTCTaa: (5.21)5.3.2 Transformation of Dynami ModelDue to the presene of Lagrange's multiplier a, model (5.21) whih represents theonstraint fores ourring on eah onstraint ondition an not be utilized diretly tothe ontroller. To do that, (5.21) needs to be transformed into a usable form for theontroller. 81
In the rst step, the onstraint fores of the system are obtained using the projetionmethod [107, 108℄:  = (CM 1CT ) 1C( _D _q  M 1h):Hene, the onstraint fores of the dynami model (5.15) an be represented as24 a35 = (ĈM 1ĈT ) 1Ĉ( _D _q  M 1h); (5.22)where Ĉ = 24CCa35In the seond step, the generalized fore matrix h is expressed as the sum of threeterms: h = Eu+ F _q +Gg;where u is the input torque, andE = hu =DTs hETg ETrf ETrb ETlf ETlbiT ;F = (h Eu) _q = DTs (F 1   F 2)= DTs (diag(F ij) Msdiag( _Dij))D;G = (h Eu  F _q)g= DTs hGTg GTrf GTrb GTlf GTlbiT ;with the following omponents:Ds = diag(Dg;Drf ;Drb;Dlf ;Dlb);Ms = diag(Mg;Mrf ;Mrb;M lf ;M lf );Eij = hiju ;F ij = (hij  Eiju) _qij ;Gij = (hij  Eiju  F ij _qij)g :82
Substituting the above terms into (5.21) and (5.22) and further simpliation generatethe following model for the ontroller:DTMDq +DT (M _D   F   ) _q  DT (G+ )g = DT (E + )u; (5.23)where,  = ĈT (ĈM 1ĈT ) 1Ĉ( _D  M 1F ); =  ĈT (ĈM 1ĈT ) 1ĈM 1E; =  ĈT (ĈM 1ĈT ) 1ĈM 1G:5.3.3 Control System based on Energy ControlThe ontrol system is designed based on the dynami model and the energy ontrolwhih was proposed by Astrom et al. as a ontrol method fousing on the energy of thesystem [109{111℄. The energy based ontrol is better than state spae representation forontrolling ompliated mehanisms, suh as the quadruped robot with the Jansen linkagemehanism in this ase. To realize the position ontrol using energy approah, a potentialeld [112{115℄ is introdued. As for the potential eld, the target position is designedas the point where the potential is the lowest. Hene, the proess of motion ontrol isthe proess that the energy of the robot is onverging to the lowest potential, namely thetarget position. We dene the potential eld asEp = kp(x   xr)2; (5.24)where the urrent position of the robot is dened as x; xr represents the target positionand is dened as xr = 0; kp is the gradient of the potential eld. The kineti energy ofthe system is dened as Ek = 12 _xTpM s _xp: (5.25)Combining (5.24) and (5.25), the total energy E of the system isE = Ek + Ep: (5.26)83
Then we design a Lyapunov funtionV = 12(E   Er)2; (5.27)where Er is the target energy, that is Er = 0. Solving the dierential of (5.27), we have_V = E _E = (Ek + Ep)( _Ek + _Ep); (5.28)where _Ep = ddtkp(x   xr)2= 2kpx _x = 2kp _qT h0; x; 0; 0iT (5.29)and _Ek = ddt 12 _xTpMs _xp = _xTpMsxp:Considering _xp = DsD _q,_Ek = _qTDTDTsMs(DsDq +Ds _D _q + _DsD _q)= _qT (DTMDq +DTM _D _q +DTF 2 _q): (5.30)Transforming (5.23) intoDTMDq +DTM _D _q +DTF 2 _q = DT (E + )u+DT (F 1 +) _q +DT (G+ )gand then substituting it into (5.30) yields_Ek= _qT (DT (E + )u+DT (F 1 +) _q +DT (G + )g): (5.31)Substituting (5.29) and (5.31) into (5.28), the dierential of the Lyapunov funtion an
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time [s]Fig. { 5.10 Time evolution of the input torque u.From Figs. 5.6 and 5.7, it is onrmed that the position of the robot an be onvergedto x = 0 by the designed position ontrol system. Meanwhile Fig. 5.8 shows that theenergy of the system onverges to 0. In addition, sine the value of the Lyapunov funtiononverges to 0 and its dierential is also less than 0 as shown in Fig. 5.9, it is onrmedthat the input torque shown in Fig. 5.10 satises the Lyapunov's stability theory. There-fore, the position of the quadruped robot with the Jansen linkage mehanism an be88
Fig. { 5.11 The snapshots of walking towards the target position based on the energy-based position ontrol.ontrolled by applying the position ontrol system based on the energy ontrol. Fig. 5.11shows that a sequene of the snapshots of walking towards the target position based onthe energy-based position ontrol in 80 seonds.5.5 ConlusionThe hapter presented and analyzed the dynamis of the four-legged robot based onthe Theo Jansen linkage mehanism using projetion method. The free-falling model ofthe whole system has been built through integrating the models of Jansen linkage andgear system whih are derived respetively. Based on that, the reation fore and fritionare taken into aount to derive the plant model. The energy ontrol system utilizingthe potential eld is designed to realize the position ontrol of the Jansen walking robot.Based on the Lyapunov stability theory, the ontroller is proofed to be able to onverge byhoosing appropriate input. Eetiveness of the designed ontroller was veried throughthe numerial simulations. This researh sets a theoretial basis for further investigation,optimization or extension of the Theo Jansen mehanism to develop the legged robot with89
reongurable Theo Jansen mehanism.
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6 . Conlusion
This study aims to formulate the onept of nested reonguration whih possessesboth intra- and inter- reonguration, and to develop the robot apable of ahievingwide-ranging tasks in highly unertain environments through providing the nested reon-guration, and has studied following researh topis: development of intra-reongurablemodule robot possessing both the reongurable mehanisms and doking system, speedontrol of toe of the Jansen linkage mehanism, development of the multi-legged nestedreongurable robot, and the position ontrol of the multi-legged robot with the Jansenlinkage mehanisms.In development of intra-reongurable module robot possessing both the reongurablemehanisms, the reongurable Jansen linkage mehanism has been proposed as the intra-reongurable module. The forward kinematis of the Jansen linkage mehanism is de-rived by utilizing Bilateration problem, and six kind of interesting gait patterns involvingDefault Curve have been explored. And, the gait transition method of the explored gaitpatterns has been proposed. Finally, the reongurable Jansen linkage mehanism hasbeen implemented indeed, and it has been veried the eetiveness of repeatability andpossibility of both the gait patterns and the gait transition method through experiments.In speed ontrol of toe of the Jansen linkage mehanism, the angle trajetory apableof the onstant speed loomotion of the toe of the Jansen linkage mehanism has beengenerated. In order to realize it, the forward kinematis of the Jansen linkage mehanismwhih boils down to the problem of the Bilateraton has been analyzed. In fat, it has beenproven that the norm of the toe speed bears a proportionate relationship to the angularveloity of the driving link. And, the angle trajetory of the driving link apable of theonstant speed ontrol of the toe of the Jansen linkage mehanism has been generated byutilizing the relationship. It has been veried that the onstant speed ontrol of the toe91
of the Jansen linkage mehanism is realized by the generated trajetory via a numerialsimulation.In development of the multi-legged nested reongurable robot, the multi-legged robotassembling the developed reongurable Jansen linkage mehanisms has been developed.And, synhronization realizing the walking whih is most basi loomotion strategy forthe multi-legged robot has been presented. As the gait transition method, two types ofgait transition methods for the explored gait patterns have been presented. Furthermore,it has been veried that the walking and the gait transitions with stability are realizedby the presented synhronization and gait transition methods via numerial simulations.In the position ontrol of the multi-legged robot with the Jansen linkage mehanisms,the dynamial model of the robot has been derived utilizing Projetion Method by inte-grating the model of both the Jansen linkage mehanism and the gear system. The oorreation fores and the frition fores have been formulated by expanding the onstraintmatrix of Projetion Method. The appropriate model for the ontrol system has beenderived, and the position ontrol system based on the energy ontrol has been designedutilizing the appropriate model. It has been veried that the position of the robot an beontrolled by the designed ontrol system through the numerial simulation.Through these studies, the onept of nested reonguration whih possesses both intra-and inter-reonguration has been formulated. And appliation of nested reongurabil-ity and its design and ontrol strategy have been proposed. In addition, eah Chapteronludes as follows.6.1 A Reongurable Jansen Leg with Multiple GaitPatternsAn original design approah has been presented in this hapter to ahieve adaptivegait patterns in legged robots for whih Theo Jansen linkage forms the ore. This onedegree-of-freedom linkage, that is very eÆient and widely adopted in walking platforms,has been modied to produe a wide variety of gait yles using the reongurationpriniple of variable alloation of joint positions. We have disussed novel approahesto address the position analysis problem and to haraterize leg transformation in this92
reongurable design. Five gait patterns of interest have been identied, analyzed anddisussed in relation to potential future appliations. These exemplary gait variationsonsiderably extend the apabilities of the original design not only to produe novel gaitpatterns but also to realize behaviors beyond loomotion. A fully-funtional design hasbeen presented, whih enables all single-link transformations, and experimental resultswith a working prototype have been reported.A four-legged robot is urrently being assembled with reongurable Jansen legs basedon the design herein presented. The objetive with this robot is to test dierent reong-uration senarios and ontrol strategies for limb speialization and graeful degradation.Our long-term aim is to develop systemati methods to design reongurable robots a-pable of transforming in response to needs assoiated with environment, task, or failures.6.2 Speed Control of Jansen Linkage Mehanism forExquisite TasksThis hapter has reported the toe speed ontrol to ahieve more omplex tasks withthe Jansen linkage mehanism. It has been proven that the norm of the toe speed bearsa proportionate relationship to the angular veloity of the driving link. And, the angletrajetory of the driving link apable of the onstant speed ontrol of the toe of theJansen linkage mehanism is generated by utilizing the relationship. In addition, it hasbeen veried that the onstant speed ontrol of the toe an be realized by utilizing thederived angle trajetory through numerial simulation.The angle trajetory apable of the speed ontrol of the toe in horizontal diretionhas been derived as an appliation of the proposed method. By utilizing the appliationmethod, in the ase of the multi-legged robot as an example, sine the veloity of the allsupporting legs an be ontrolled arbitrarily, the walking ontrol onsidering the stabilityof the robot an be realized.
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6.3 An Approah to Gait Synhronization and Tran-sition for Reongurable Walking PlatformsAn original design approah has been presented in this hapter towards developmentof a trajetory generator that realizes a set of stable walking gaits and gait transitionfor a reongurable Jansen platform. We have disussed a novel strategy to address theleg synhronization problem in this reongurable design and gait transition. Stabilityanalysis is presented for prospetive six gait patterns generated and all gait transitionsby the reongurable platform and results disussed in view of validating the proposedapproah. The ability to adapt to situations and produe appropriate stable gaits andswith between gaits would extend the apabilities of the robot beyond their intendedappliation. A four-legged robot is urrently being onstruted to validate the robustnessof the produed gaits and ontrol approahes for real world deployments.6.4 Dynami Modeling and Nonlinear Position Con-trol of a Quadruped Robot with Theo JansenLinkage MehanismsThe hapter presented and analyzed the dynamis of the four-legged robot based onthe Theo Jansen linkage mehanism using projetion method. The free-falling model ofthe whole system has been built through integrating the models of Jansen linkage andgear system whih are derived respetively. Based on that, the reation fore and fritionare taken into aount to derive the plant model. The energy ontrol system utilizingthe potential eld is designed to realize the position ontrol of the Jansen walking robot.Based on the Lyapunov stability theory, the ontroller is proofed to be able to onverge byhoosing appropriate input. Eetiveness of the designed ontroller was veried throughthe numerial simulations. This researh sets a theoretial basis for further investigation,optimization or extension of the Theo Jansen mehanism to develop the legged robot withreongurable Theo Jansen mehanism.
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